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ALSTON, MILLER & GAINES

November 15, 1976

Dear Governor:

You will have many suggestions about your inaugural
address. I feel that Brandt Ayers, a newspaper man in
Anniston, Alabama, in three paragraphs catches much of
what you have had to say. The only expression which is
totally new to me is "the politics of self respectll•
I would hope the attached might be passed along to
your speech writers for their consideration.

Regards, /



(jUT HERE

(Xeroxed Courier 12) For release Sunday, Nov. 14,
or thereafter

,.,

MEMO TO: PRESIDENT JIMMY

FROM: A SMALLTOWN EDITOR

By Brandt Ayers

Dear Jiwmy:

Because I took y.ou at your word when you said you wanted to touch

the roots of America and to tap the strengths of its people, I am bold

to suggest the following language for your inaugural address:

"Our chief domestic purpose is to wage the politics of self-respect.
~- ~

Government cannot stamp self-respect in the heart of our people as if

they were so many passports or stuff it into the envelopes with welfare

checks. But we can remove those.barriers erected by government itself

against those who seek through their own efforts to earn the good opinion

of their neighbors and a belief in their own worth.
~

"We expect our government to be both competent and courteous. To

that end, we must recast not only the shape of the government but its

attitude. Our government is strong. Out of that strength it must develop

the self-cocfidence to replace bureaucratic hubris with humility. Whether

we are poor, rural, black, or live in the forgotten neighborhoods between

quaking ~hetto and comfortable suburb, government must recognize that

I
every American has a right to believe it is HIS government, too.

"America is many nations in one. We speak in different accents, draw

pride from our origin in different cultures, worship God in different ways.

Yet, we are united by our rightful expectation that there will be work for

us to do, and that the reward for our labor will be a degree of material

comfort and a sense of self-respect."

(more)
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What I am suggesting is more than a slogan for your administration,

a Southern-fried "New Deal" or "New Frontier." The politics of self-

respect is an attempt to describe a structure of thought and action that

amounts to a political philosophy.

It is all there in your position papers: the jobs program, family

and neighborhood policy, welfare reform, governmental reorganization,

,and restoring American prestige abroad.

Your staff produced enough memoranda on the issues to paper the White

House inside and out. What was missing was language which pulled it all

together, which stated the purpose of it all in words that the press and

public could understand.

That is what the quarrel between you and the press about failing to

discuss the issues was all about. It was easier for me to see because

I wasn't locked up with you and the press corps in that airborne iron

lung, "Peanut One."

I had the luxury of taking Franklin Roosevelt's advice to his aide,

Rexford Tugwell, "Go and see what's happening. See the end product of

what we are doing. Talk to people; get the wind in your nose."

My view of the campaign came from people and places like: Frank

Giordano in ~is pharmacy on the eastern tip of Brooklyn; Phyllis Kinnerk

in the Lithuanian-Catholic neighborhood of Marquette Park on Chicago's

southwest side; Paul Johnson, retired editor of "Prairie Farmer," in the'

Middle Western small town of Northfield, Minn., and Jimmy Turner's

Courthouse Barber Shop at home in Anniston, Ala.

Each one of these different Americans in their separate worlds can

find recognition and a sense of worthy national purpose in a politics of

self-respect. "It is an ecumenical issue," said one of your toughest

(more)
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critics, Michael Novak, the theologian, columnist and ethnic spokesman,

"that is part of the Protestant tradition to which urban Catholics and

Jews also respond."

That or simila~ language may capture the imagination of the American

people, and arm you for the struggles ahead. As you know better 'than I,

you can't get governmental reorganization through Congress unless the

people are pushing the legislators to go along.

If you wanted to combine Labor and Commerce departments into a

Department of Econ~mic Cevelopment, you would ce reurcered by a combination

of the AFL-CIO, the U.s. Chamber of Commerce, the National Association of

Manufacturers and all their allies in Congress--if the people weren't with

you.

You are not unlike Woodrow Wilson who came to office with a mandate

much smaller than your own but, like you, believed that the president is

at liberty to be as big a man as he can.

Like you, Wilson thought the strength of the governor came from the

governed.~ He put it in these words:

"Let him once win the admiration of the country, and no other single

force can withstand him, no combination of forces will easily overpower

him ... If he rightly interpret the national thought and boldly insist

upon it, he is irresistible; and the country never feels the zest of action

so much as when its President is of such insight ,and calibre."

When you address the nation for the first time as President of the

United States, you will face a people who are still unclear about your

intentions, the national purpose and our role in it. But we want you to

succeed and we'd like to feel that zest of action in America again.

##### ##### #####
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RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON INTERNATIONAL CHANGE

420 WEST 118T" STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.I0027

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Mr. Patrick Anderson

Carter-Mondale Transition

P.O. Box 2600

Washington, D.C. 20013

Dear Pat,

December 14, 1976

On further reflection, it seems to me futile, and probably

counterproductive, to give you actual rhetoric. I can probably perform

a better service by giving you certain themes which in my judgment, both

for international and for political reasons, ought to be included. Be

hind each of these themes, I will follow with some suggested language,

designed more to convey the substance of the thought rather than the

actual rhetoric. If any of the wording proves helpful, needless to
say, so much the better.

In addition to the themes, let me simply mention that it is

important that there be some brief affirmative mention of such specifics
as:

1. European unity;
2. the need for U.S.-Soviet accommodation on a broader base

than heretofore but above all in regards to strategic weaponry;

3. recognition of China's special role as a country and a civiliza

tion of global importance;

4. our special hemispheric bonds with Canada and Mexico.

The foregoing points will be covered in the six major themes

suggested below, and appropriate language will be included in the brief

notes amplifying each of these major themes. These themes together make

for a coherent statement, much in keeping with the general thrust of

the speech, as discussed on the telephone. They are:

1. The international dimension of the New Spirit

2. The global agenda

3. Human rights
4. Priority for friends

5. Reciprocal accommodation with adversaries

6. The constancy of American power

1. The New Spirit/the international dimension:

America's birth was a watershed in man's quest for freedom.

America was the first society consciously to define itself both in

spiritual and in libertarian terms. It was that uniqueness that endowed

America with a transcendental appeal - but it has also imposed on us

a special moral obligation.
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To be true to ourselves, we must be true to others. We must

recognize that we live in a world dominated by a new spirit, a world

of peoples both more numerous and more politically awake than ever
before, of nations craving for their place in the sun.

We must help to shape a world that is truly humane. There
can be no nobler nor more ambitious task for America 200 years after

its birth - and to that architectural effort I pledge to dedicate this

country's foreign policy.

2. Global agenda
For the first time in the totality of mankind's history, it is

possible to speak of common tasks and common needs. Our social development

has reached a stage foreseen earlier only by universal religions: one

in which mankind recognizes that there are certain minimum rights and
minimum needs which must be universally respected.

As a consequence, America, the richest nation in this world,

must do its full share in enhancing global development, in seeking

to eradicate malnutrition, poverty, disease, and illiteracy. To do
less violates our moral norms; and it is to promote a world in which
violence and conflicts will become dominant.

To speak of a global agenda is not only to recognize a burden;
it is also to welcome a new and higher stage in man's self-definition.

It means that for the first time we are approaching the reality of a

mankind that is beginning to be governed by common norms.

3. Human rights

Man is unique because of his spiritual dimension. We as

Americans recognize that our freedoms are derived from our fundamental

recognition of man as a spiritual unit. It is this belief that has made

us put such heavy emphasis on the Bill of Rights, on the primacy of
the individual, on the sacredness and inviolability of his individuality.

On a global scale, we are now at a stage in which mankind seeks

not only the betterment of the human condition but fundamental respect

for human rights. Freedom is not on the wane but on the rise. The best ,testimony is the increased awareness world-wide of the illegitimacy of

governmental violence, directed at individual human rights.

As Americans, we can do no less than both welcome and promote

this new awareness. Our foreign policy must not be rigidly moralistic
but it must be derived from our fundamental sense of morality. This

imposes not only restrictions on the means that we use but it also
dictates a clearcut preference for those societies and governments

which share with us an abiding respect for individual rights and freedoms.

Though in a world of states we have to take both reality and our aspira
tions for our point of departure, and we cannot thus decree for the rest

of the world how it ought to behave in its own internal affairs, the rest
of the world must also know that Americans, because they are free men,

cannot be indifferent to the fate of freedom elsewhere.
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4. Priority for allies and friends
Our relations with our friends are the centerpiece of our

relationship with the world. We share with our democratic friends

not only a uniquely privileged position but above all a common dedi

cation to democratic processes. We are friends because we are free
men.

And it is as free men that we must work together in trying to

shape a more cooperative world order, one in which mankind as a whole

more fully participates. We can do this better if our European friends
are increasingly successful in reaching their goal of European unity,

if they and our Japanese friends and other advanced democracies consult
with us more closely, thereby making possible more collaborative under

takings. We cannot also fail to note that our two closest neighbors,
Canada and Mexico, share with us a similar dedication to freedom and thus

an intimate collaboration with them, respectful Of their distinctive

identities, is the necessary point of departure for America's involvement
in the world.

5. Reciprocal accommodation with adversaries

In shaping our foreign policy, we must beware of illusions.

They can be as dangerously misleading as ideological or moralistic

rigidity. We must recognize the fact that for a long time to come our
relationship with principal adversaries will remain both competitive J

and cooperative. That reality will continue to endure but it should be
no bar to efforts to reach an ever-broadening accommodation with the

Soviet Union on such matters as the strategic arms race or regional ten
sions. It is both in the American and in the Soviet interest to halt---.---.---------- .. , . -_._". __ ._--
the strategic arms race and to begin. the process of lowering'strategic

....... > _ ~ - -, __ __ ._ .._ _ .. _----_._----~ .. --- ..
levels ... ' -'):."7 ~'1'0

'_)...-:1"':'" .' I .4-

We must also bear in mind that China, a country and a civili

zation destined by history to playa key world role, deserves full respect

as one of the leading nations of the world, and that closer American-
Chinese relations are in the interest of ali~- ---.---------

,._,_.. h._.' ..•.... _~ __ . ----------·-----

6. U.S. power

In the years ahead it will become increasingly clear that the two

choices confronting us are those of growing international cooperation or

intensifying global turbulence. In that setting, American power must
remain a constant and credible factor of stability. Our friends, our

allies, and our adversaries must know that American power - to defend

our interests, to preserve our ideals, to safeguard our friends - will
be maintained and used if circumstances so dictate. We seek not to dic

tate from strength but our desire to negotiate is nto a sign of weakness.
We seek not to intimidate, but a world in which others can dominate

with impunity would be a world inhospitable to decency and contrary
to mankind's wellbeing.

I hope the above is helpful, and I would be glad to react to

any wording that you develop.

'Q,-y~ ,

L~7
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NArlONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
70 GOV~

December 31. 1976

MEMO FOR: TH£ PR1'-:;SIDENT-SLECT

FROM; DAVID AARON

Per your request.



CARTER - MONDALE
TRANSITION PLANNING GROUP

1',0. 1:0./' .!I:/iiJ

H'as/i;ii!ll,ll/. 1(( '. !OUi.:

December 31, 1976

MEMORANbUM FOR: The President~elect

FROB: Cyrus Vance tA~,J

SUBJECT: Suggested points for Inaugural
Address J ~

As you requested, attached is a draft
section of your Inaugural Address. It was
written with your major campaign themes in
minrl. It avoids explicit references to specific
countries and regions; once you name some,
others will feel slighted.

Attachment:

Draft section of
Inaugural Address.



Draft for Inaugural Address

Hany of my predecessors have stood on this platform

and talked p}~imarily of America t s role in the world. They

were concerned, as I am, with keeping America strong, with

keeping America secure and free, with helping the cause of

freedom elsewhere in the world. All of us share those cOn-

cerns. But we have learned in recent years that our nation
--------- .,~- -t

---_._--_._-_.-.-. __ ._---------~
In leadership, ~trong in our domestic economy, strong ~n

Our commitment to the basic values of our nation.

The first thing that we can do for the world econoffi¥1S

to build a healthy economy at home. A foreign policy that pro-
0 .---------

motes world t~ade first requires a domestic policy that promotes

jobs for our workers. A policy of compassion and concern for
.----------------- 0•• •• -.--.-.-

hungry people around the world must be matched with concern
-- - -.----------.----------.

for the disadvantaged people in our own land. And our great-
...' " ..~.~,.-, --_.-.-." .....•.--...-...-_---------_ ..•._---~~.-" ----~--_._-_.-

est strength overseas, in the long run, is the ideas that arp-

the bedrOck of this nation~_ We cannot be true to ourselves-- -~_.._- ---.---.-.-.------

if we are not true to these principles in our international

relations.

withhold a single dollar that is needed for our safety and

A strong nation also requires a strong defense. We must

have a lean, tough, effective, military force. We will never

But we must never waste a taxpayer's dolJar andsecurity.

call iL na Lional secur.ity.
EfO
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Efficient defense policy, no less than effective diplO-

macy, will require the cooperation of many different sectors

of out' society. I am pledged to seek this cooperatiun from

all of you. I expect to hear many different points of view;

I welcome it. Only through open discussion can we formul~te

a policy which has the understanding and support of our

people.

AS I will seek your support, I will also ~eek to strengthenJ

cooperation with our allies and friends abroad, as we pursue~

un uctive diplomacy of peace. '~ewill defend our i~terests,

but seek no dominance over others.

We will not behave in another country in a way which would-----------------------------------------------
violate our mvn rules and stanl1ards here at home. If we can

help settle differences or reduce conflict or suffering over-

seas, we must be prepared to do so; but we must not meddle

1n the affairs of other nations, unasked and unwanted.

Today no American soldiers are engaged in forei~n battles.

But peace must be more than the period between wars. It must

be mOTe than the mere absence of war. Real peace cannot be

maintained through delicate balances of power and constant

diplo~atic maneuver.

There cannot be a lasting peace for nations when their

people are at war with poverty and disease.

\~e intend to seek la_~_tingagreements in those areas of------------.
Lhe world where the present balance is fragile and peace seems_._-----------------------~-----
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a temporary .=-!.~. l3ut the w"Orld should know that we <11so

seek a new spirit of cooperative diplomacy, a pattern of

international agreements and effort to attack those problems

which threaten people everywhere: the spread of arms, both

nuclear and conventional: the denial of human rights; wherever

it may occur; g).obal problems in energy, food, popUlation and

the environment.

For past Presidents, forelgn policy has oUen meant iln

agenda of crisis and challenge. ~'lccan expect. t;Qe same in the

conling .years. But I also hope to follow in the steps of those

prp-deccssors who found it an aqenda of opportunity--opportunity

to work together with our friends to solve th€ common problems

of the world; opportunity to work with our adversaries to

reduce the tensions that threaten our survival.

I cannot promise Success. But I can--and do--promise

to listen to you, to share my own thinking, to work with illl

of you, in the public and in the Congress. The successes we

find will be more than a cornman benefit to our nation. They

will be our common achievement.



January 3. 1977

Draft of a "national security" section of the Inaugural Address

Our strength as a nation. and thus our national security.

by no means lies solely in our military forces. It depends

on our economic strength our business. our indus-try. our

agriculture. It depends on our technological skills. our

educational system. and above allan our cohesion as a people.

But geography long ago ceased to insulate the United States

from the risks of events beyond our borders. In an era of

interdependence. we are linked economically, culturally,

.piritually, and militarily, with the rest of the world.

In the era of thermonuclear weapons no nation. not

even the superpowers. is free of the threat of nuclear

annihilation. This administration will .pare no effort in

the attempt to reduce that danger, through equitable agreements

on arms control and reduction. At the same time. I intend to

provide military forces visibly sufficient to deter nuclear

attack or political intimidation by threat of such attack.

I intend also to assure land. sea, and air forces in

balance with our foreign policy commitments and our vital

national interests.

~ as for the rest of the government. I intend to---------~-----~--- -
see that these military capabilities are procured, operated.

and managed as effiCiently. effectively. and economically

as possible. We are the strongest nation in the world. and

/l~I/ // /7 IT /IT?(0 ~/yJ' t-~ C:tft-.C(j~...,t/ -

~f lC7,~-;;Jt /.;0.. c:.,(r-l--lJ~ /Z~ /j~

-(~ 5,/-J-.A.-.J' ~ c~~· ~ t:~Ar-J7 __ .l? .0-<L7il.
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we are blessed with the greatest resources. We can afford

what we need, and we do not intend to be less powerful than

potential adversaries. But we cannot afford unnecessary

expenditures. A strong. lean, muscular military establishment

is the best example to ourselves and the most effective

message to others.

2



Columbia University in the City of New York I New York, N. Y. 10027

SCHOOL OF LAW

January 3, 1977

President-elect Jimmy Carter
Post Office Box Z

Plains, Georgia 31780

Dear Jimmy:

435 West 116th Street

I forgot to mention in my letter of December 31

that I have some thoughts for your Inaugural Address
and would be happy to share them with those at work onit.

One example is the enclosed statement which there

was no opportunity to use during the campaign. I believe
this affirmation that you intend to be a future-oriented

President, one who understands his obligation to future

generations, would strike a responsive cord not only in
the United states but around the entire world.

With best personal regards,

Sincerely,

/3~
Richard N. Gardner

RNG/pm
Enclosure



JUclwnl 1'1. C;o.rdncr
October 25, 1976

Suggested statement for Governor Jimmy Carter

An American President holds the future of the country in trust.

Children do not vote and unborn generations have no political fl'nnchise.

But as trustee for the future, a President has an obliGation to tl1CIn as

vlell as to today's voters. This obligation can only be discharged by

intelligent planning that looks beyond the four year election cycle.

Many of our current problems "Tere caused by political leo,ders ",ho

sought to stay in office by pushing these problems under the rug until after

the next election. But there is no room left under the rug. He are payinr~

the price today for the errors and omissions of yesterday . .And our children

''lillpay the price tomorrovT for the lack of vision ''Ie shm'l toda.y.

This is true ''1hetherthe problem is enerGY, the environment, racial

discrimination, the decay of our cities, the neglect of our health and

education needs, the nuclear arms race, or the spread of nuclear "leapOI1S.

The year 2000 is only 24 years a"VlaY. If present trends continue,

that year could be a frightening time for the majority of the .Amcrican

people now alive uho will still be living then. If we arc to correct the"e

trends, we 'Hill have to do so in the next four to eight years. For the

lead times between action and result are long -- and getting longer.

I intend to be a President ,."hoshows a decent respect for the

future as "lell as for the present . .And I ,vill ask this same lnrgcr

vi::>ionof the Congress and the American 11coplc.



Houston, ~exas
Jan. 3, 19H

}k. vharles ~irbo
1rust ~o. of Ueorgia Bldg.
25 .Park .Place N.h.
Atlanta, ueorgia

bnclosed is a copy of a speech 1 worte for .President ~lect Carter's
~naugural ad.dress. r l'lailE!d.the or~g~nal tolum, but have no way of knowing
if he has seen it.

Wtll you please read it, and if you think an~rof it has merit, will you
pleas e sho,,, it tohim'f

WJ.ths~ncere apl>reciation,

1Aft-m~
wm. N.l0uchstone
7900 <.;reekbend# )OJ
houston, ~exas
7707l
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Fellow Citizens of the United States of America, and honored guests. Today

we begin a new administration and a new protocol. We do not lack respect

for those present who hold high office, rather we seek to show a renewed re

spect for those who placed them in office.

We wish to emphasize that, for the next four years, there shall be no title

or calling higher than that of a citizen of this nation. No person or group

is due greater homage that the individual American citizen.

We affirm that our government, by right, was first formed to serve and pro

tect these citizens. Yet, as I have traversed this broad country for over a

score of months, in every city, town, and village, I have heard its people

say that we no longer have this kind of government, but that the government

rules and the people serve.

There is division and there is discouragement because the conduct of the govern

ment has not reflected the will of the people.

I have heard the voices of the people - your voices - the varied voi~es of

the unsung hosts of this beloved land. I have heard the plaintive pleas for

peace, for hope, for equality, and even for bread.

I have heard the voices of those who sing for joy and those who sing for sor

row; and there are those who sing not at all.

In these two long years, even the despair of the silent voice has reached the

inner recesses of my heart.

To all of you, I say, I have heard your longings. I long to serve you, and

work with you ..

The protracted and sometimes bitter struggle to win the election has made it

clear, almost too clear, that no man is all that he might want to be. No man,

in,this age and time, and in this crucial year, can be all things to all men.

All things and to all men I cannot now, or ever, be. With heart and soul, I

wish I couid. But you know all too well, I am no more than mortal man. I

claim no more. And this being true, I shall err. I pray, and trust, that you

shall pray with me, that these errors be small and far between.

I stand here as no stranger to the longings of the little people. I am one of

those little people. I cam from a modest background and I have worked for

whatever I have. I know that hard work and dedicated effort can still pro
duce successful results.

Now I need you to work with me. And as we face the future, I ask that we

face it with maturity. One of the evidences of maturity is the willingness

to make present sacrifice for future gain. This is evidence of maturity that

I now ask of you, as we face an array of complex problems.

I

1

I
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The effects of these problems have not been wrought in a day, nor will they )lend themselves to quick and easy solution.

The need of highest priority is the one of which I have spoken most often.

We must make our government workable and responsive to the will of the people.

Those who place their own pride and political power above the best interests

of th@ people have had their day. You have spoken .. You have said lIenoughll

to those who selfishly barr1clld~ th~ road to progr~u and pl~nty.

You will not be deceived by clever words, nor deluded by the smooth promises

of those consumed by a greed without conscience and an unslakable thirst for

power.

From the shambles of this vast bureaucracy, we must construct an executive

department that is streamlined and efficient. The present unwieldy systems

have made shipwreck of programs conceived in compassion and devoted to the

best interests of our people.

This task is of awesome magnitude, a task that others have attempted without .(success. If you leave it entirely up to me, then I, too, shall surely fail.

~)y~~nnotsuGceed in this great essential labor unless I have your support and
/' trust.

Again I assure you, as I have so many times, that I shall give all that I have,

and all that I can muster, to this effort. The future of everyone of us de

pends on our success in this endeavor.

Even so, it is possible for the congress to deny these necessary reforms to ~

the president. It is not possible for the congress to deny them to tne people:

With your help, this first great undertaking can be consummated and we can

proceed to other vital phases of our program to rebuild and restore and sur
pass the best of all that we have known.

However long and difficult the way, I shall not waver. I will do my best,

and I ask the same of you.

When my time of service in this office has ended, I hope no one will say,

"Look what Jimmy Carter did for us.1I Rather, I hope that all of you will say,

IILook what we accomplished when we worked together."

This honored office is not, and must not be, the personal fief of one man.

No emperor or king shall reside in the White House, nor be crowned as a tyrant

to rule over this people. Rather, the power must be yours and the crown must

be yours. And that crown must be encrusted with the precious jewels of hope,

justice, equality, courage, strength, and compassion·

For those who are in need and those who have no jobs, we must nurture a



compassion that is tender and constant. It is not our intention tci address

such problems with mere words, but with actions of substance and with a de

liberate urgency.

Our purpose shall be to provide not relief, but a remedy.

Justice shall have no price; nor shall it be a commodity to be bought and
sold.

No person shall stand abo~e the law, but the law sahll stand as a shield to

be shared equally by all.

It is long past time for the ugly spectre of racial bias to be forever banished·
from our land.

As the press begins to depict the living history of this administration, we

hope that it will paint with a brush broad enough to give a full picture and

not permit any detail to be so embellished that it will obscure the whole

and prevent a clear portrayal of what we are doing and attempting to do.

We have indicated that we will .be open and candid with the press, not for the

sake of the press, but ·for the sake of the people. It is not the true task of

the press to serve the president, nor is the president the servant of the

press.

Both serve the people and both have a responsibility to properly inform the

people concerning their government and how it deals with our problems.

If only our problems were more simple, then I might now tell you the solutions

to them and any other problems for the next four years.
, the/i rest'

But the problems are many and diffuse and difficult to solve. I cannot now

tell you precisely how I shall deal with each issue.

But this I can say, that, in every circumstance, I shall consider how I feel,

more importantly, how you· feel, and most of all ,what would be right in the
eyes of a true and living God.

In my inmost heart, I am confident that most of you still cherish an abiding

faith in an eternal and loving God.

It is now to God that I look. I look for sustenance, for inspiration, and

for a very present help in time of trouble.

I

I proceed not with fear, but with faith.

I am not ashamed of my faith, nor uncertain, of its object.

all that He has given me.
I give thanks f~ { ..

I am thankful to have been chosen for this place of service. I am thankful



for the man who today is beside me on this platform, who has been with me

through the long months of this arduous campaign, and on whom' I shall rely

for support and counsel.

Vice-President Mondale is a noble and compassionate American, a true cham

pion of the people.

And I am deeply thankful for another person on this platform, for Rosjynn,

the wif~ of my youth, and my middle years - and my always. She is all the
wife I ever want or need, a constant blessing and joy to m.~ She has stood

with me through the years, and this victory is hers as much as mine - and

yours as much as ours. As always, whether in joy or sorrow, victory or de
feat, she is with me to share whatever is in store.

But even as we review the lessons of our experience, we know we cannot re

live yesterday, nor dwell upon remembered glory.

The life of our nation is not in the past, but in the present and in the
future.

It

W~atever we hav~~an now surpas~. Whatever we have been, we cannow transcend. Cet our natiOn-tTIOK forward with a full confidence that the

days of our most glorious splendor lie before us.

I plead that there be no further disruption of our unity and that, from these
sundered and disillusioned masses of our people, we might together forge a

new and more perfect union.

I plead that we might press on with a growing resolve to claim and to savour
the sweet fruits of our heritage, which have been tOQ long deferred.

{



Let us together summon a great merging of our spirit, the spirit of Third
Century America.

For with a spirit of union and purpose, America shall shine forth with an

increasing radiance as the most resplendent star in all the firmament of
nations.

Beside me on this platform there is a banner to which we have rallied for

two hundred years. Let us rally now to the promise of which it is the sym
bol.

For so long as this flag shall wave, it shall be known everywhere that free- ,. \

dom lives. Everywhere, in direst want, in darkest tyranny, in foulest dun-

geon, the people of all nations shall know that, while this flag waves, there
is yet hope in the earth.,

And while I hold this honored office, I pledge that this hope shall not

lessen and that the grandeur of our dream shall not fade, nor shall its lus
tre be dimmed.

The moving finger of our destiny now writes upon a fresh new page.

We look toward a new dawning, toward a new century, and, today, we begin to

gether the long upward march toward the culmination of o~r collective dream.

God bless you. I love you - everyone of you.
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. Gerald Rafshoon Advertising Inc.

January 4, 1977

TO:

FROM:

Jimmy Carter

Jerry Rafshoon

SUBJECT: Inaugural Address

Here are some thoughts along with some rhetoric for the speech.
I would like to take another day and send some more down to

you on Wednesday. The enclosed represent efforts from Susan
Frazier, Jack Kaplan, and me.

First of all, let me say that the speech, while rich in rhetoric

and memorable turn of phrase, should be more than anything -
distinctively Jimmy Carter.

It should reflect the newness of your candidacy, your election,

your personality. It should give re-assurance to those who

voted for you for change, but at the same time it should give

assurance to those who voted against you for safety. I believe
that many of your actions in the last two months have done

more of the latter than the former, which is good -- that
needed to be done more than the other.

Your actions indicate that philosophically you are an economic
conservative who will take chances and a social liberal who won't

do something radical. This is as it should be.

When FDR was inaugurated, there was a material crisis -- the worst

in our history. Therefore, it was appropriate to have a NEW DEAL.

When JFK came along, we had stopped experimenting and testing
in the world (he should have left it alone), so he called for

a NEW FRONTIER. Unfortunately, that frontier extended from the
moon to Vietnam.

In simplistic terms, you could say that right now we suffer from

a spiritual malaise ...a crisis of the spirit. Our people lack

commitment ... at least the government has not given them any-

thing to commit to. As much as news critics scoff at itAgovernment

as good as its people", the people are ready to respond to that

call for commitment. Heaven help us if they don't. It may be
our last chance.

1422 West Peachtree Street, NW/Atlanta, Georgia 30309/Area Code (404) 892-3581



For example, we need a new

the family together, to renew

new spirit on the county, and

January 4, 1977

You have already approved the theme of the inauguration itself,

which we are using in the parade, on the book, in the concert.

It comes from your speech in Plains on the morning after winning
the election:

A NEW SPIRIT ... A NEW COMMITMENT ... A NEW AMERICA

I think your theme line should be:

A NEW SPIRIT ... A NEW COMMITMENT.

We need a New Spirit in everything.

spirit in our neighborhoods to keep
our commitments at home. We need a

city, and state level.

But most of all, we need a new spirit on the individual level.

Each of us must renew his or her spirit and commitment in order to

start moving America ahead.

We need a new spirit in government management ... combining the

idealistic idea of helping the less fortunate with a commitment

to do it right. (Government reorganization) .

We need a new spirit abroad ... combining the need for a moral foreign

policy with a determined commitment to being strong and safe in our

defense posture.

We need a new spirit in energy ... combining sacrifices by our people

with a commitment by our government to find new solutions.

We need a new spirit in arms control ... a spirit of cooperation with

foreign powers with a commitment to safety, etc.

It might work to use the phrase A New Spirit as it relates to the

people and a new commitment as it relates to the government.

"A new spirit by our people helped by a new commitment by their

government."

I am trying to get this off to you in Plains right away. I will
sned some more tomorrow and then be done with it.
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SUGGESTED TEXT
INAUGURAL ADDRESS

FROM DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

The provision of jobs for the unemployed is one of

the most important tasks our country faces. The intolerably

high levels of unemployment among minorities, the disadvantaged,

and youths must be reduced. Only by strengthening our

economy and creating adequate employment opportunities

can we begin to solve our many domestic problems and meet

our intema tional commitments.

The skills and productivity of the nation's workforce must

also be strengthened to improve the real incomes of workers .

and to help fight inflation.

Discrimination in economic opportunity and employment

must be erradicated.

We must make greater strides in protecting the wages,

working conditions, safety, and health of American workers.

The nation's goal of full employment and equal economic

opportunity is not a government responsibility alone, but is a

task requiring the involvement of all Americans.
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POINTS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR'S
PERSPECTIVE WHICH SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE

INAUGURAL ADDRESS

Reducing the nation's high unemployment is a

central goal.

Special attention must be given to and progress

made in the high levels of unemployment among

minorities, the disadvantaged, and youths.

Adequate employment opportunities can provide the

resources to help solve many of the nation's other

economic and social problems and meet our international

commi tmen ts •

The elimination of employment discrimination must

be pursued and equal economic opportunity achieved.

The skills of the workforce need to be strengthened

and productivity improved in order to help fight

inflation, improve U.S. international economic

competitiveness, and raise the quality of life for

all Americana.

Added efforts are needed to enhance and protect

wages, working conditions, safety, and health of American

workers.
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A truly national effort i. required, not just by

the Federal government, but by all levels of

government cooperating with the private .ector.



January 5, 1977

TO: President-elect Carter

State of the Union Insert on ~gricult~:e_

The doors of the Department of Agriculture will
be open once again.

Open to the farmers and ranchers who can provide
abundant food and fibre to consumers at home and
customers abroad.

Op~n to consumers who will recognize that the
interest of the American family farmer and their
interests are one and the same.

Open to our world customers as greater understanding
is given to the importance of agriculture in the
development of global economic strategy.

~Ild open, with compassion, to those who, through
no fault of their own, are unable to provide
themselves with an adequate diet.

As our agricultural policies are developed,
individual farmers and consumers will have a part,
along with their cooperatives, associations and
elected representatives. It will be a balanced
policy to assure a stable sustained supply of
food and fibre.

(from Bob Bergland)
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INAUGURAL Dl{AFT/B1LL KEET.

Today we come togothor in this tradition~l ceremony

of unity ~nd hope to complete the orderly transition of

power -- a process that in itself reflects the greatncas

of the American people and the enduring strength of our

system of government.

Today at this moment we st~nd united.

Political passions have 9ubsldod.

Partisanship has been put aside.

Tht} Amor ic<,npeople) are looking to new leadel:'ship

for new hope ~nd new initiatives to ~olve old

and new problems at home and abroad.

This is a humbling and moving experience -- but

with your hel~ I accept this responsibility and, with your

help, we will lead our beloved nation to new dimensions of

greatness.

We look to the future with confidence and to the

past with pride, because no matter what the challonge or

the obstacle, our n~tion for tho past 200 years has proved

its greatness and its courage.

There has been disillusionment -- but thero has a1-

ways been confidence th~t our systom could surmount the

obstacles and overcome the problems, large or small.

America has walked through the V~lloy of the Shadows

many timos -- ~nd has emerged in the bright sunlight, It~

strength ronowod and ita spirit revived.

America has yet to achieve its true greatness, uS groat
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as it is today.

The hope of an evon greater nation lives before us

and within us.

With God's help and with your help, w~ will work and

strive togethor to find the path to a new greatness, with the

Nation united, strong, responsible and compassionate.

The promise of America beckons us as it has every

generation.

Thomas Wolfe said:

"The true discovery of Tunerica is before'us.

"The true fulfillment of our spl~it, of our people,

of our mighty and inunortal land, is yet to come •••••This glorious

assurance is not only our living hope but our dream to be

accomplished."

To realize this dream we must put aside remnants of

old rancours and shreds of old acrimonies that persist and

linger and inflame the body politic.

Together we must close old wounds and heal our country.

James Madison said:

"Discord does not belong in our systom •••The American

people have encountered groat dangers and sustained seVero trials

with SUGcess. They constitute one great family of cornmon interest:

Thom~s Jefferson in his first inaugurnl 1\ddress s~id

we are all Republicans, we are all Democrats, we ~re all

Americans.

Every difference of opinion is not a difference of

pI:inciple.
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Our differences are rather a mattor of degree rather

than of substance, President Ford, and often more imag!nQd

than real.

Our differences often reflect an unreasoning allegiance

to shopworn attitudes and threadbare ideas no longer relevant

and meaningful in this Bicentennial Season.

Ame~ica is fortunate today.

We Ci:1nnow have a united guVel:."l)lUent.

We can end the divid~d government and close the gap

between both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue -- thr)gap between the

Congress ~nd the White House -- but even more important, the

gap between what is needed and what is po~slble to achieve.

We can sct an example for the nation of cooperation

and unity.

As Prosident Lyndon Johnson loved to say, "Come, let

us roason together".

For my part, I pledge to meet Congress more than half

way.

I pledge continual consultation and I pledge to Con9re~s

a continued spirit of cooperation.

Together we can and will unite our great nation.

We can and will tap the gre~t reservoir of croative

resources in the l\lnor iean people -- thl'\intelligence, the

cour~ye, the compassion, the. patriotism, tho common sense

and we will bring those resource3 to bear on the problems th~t

demand our attention and call for ~ction.

I know that 1 shi:1llmake mistakes but T will do what
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I believe to be right and just with -- as President Lincoln said -

"firmness in the right as God gives us to see the right".

No President can know everything.

No President can do everything.

No President can accomplish anything without the

support and the re!Jources of the American people and the Congres8.

We must level the walls that divide our nation and we

must level with the American people on the problems that lie

ahead.

We must level the walls between our people and our

government and within our goverrunent.

We will not have a liberal government.

We will. not have a conservative government.

But we will have a competent government capable of

meoting the challenges that confront us at this point in history.

President Harry Truman saids

"Each periOd of our national history haa had its

special challengus".

And one of the major challenges facing the 1\merican

people in the next four years is to have a government that is

well-managed, open, honest, efficient, effoctive and compassionate.

Government often seems removed from reality, set apart

in !;It)mefar-off, p~pier mache dream world -- and the people often

seem isolated from their government, bowildered by the lack of

responsiveness.

~j
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We must -- ~nd we will -- restore reality to government

and gov~rnment to the peopl~.

If we want the Amer.ican people to have faith in their

governmont, then we mUst have faith in tho juugment of the

American people.

We must talk, honestly, frankly and openly, about our

problems and today I am setting a pattern and a precedent in this

Administration,by laying it on the line.

While I have confidence in the future, I also have

confidencet in the de61r~ of the Americ~n people to know the far;;ts

without sugar-coating or political veneer.

Hero are some of the tough questions we will face in this

Administration -- questions that delt\~ndtough decisions and go

to the very heart of our system and the very soul of our nation-

Cun SJovermnent be adapted Lo Lhe needR of the

American people and regain their trust and confid~nce?

Can our foreign policy be both effective and mor~l when

power in many nations is h~ld by the few rather than the many?

C~n nuclear proliferation be halted now that the Pandora's

box is open?

C~n we halt the deterioration of our American society and

American family life in the face of increasing unemployment,

divorce, rUn~way children, disillusionment ~nd despair?

Can we develop ~n effective response to the problems of

crime when jurisdictions for most crimes are fragmented and our

courts are jan~ed and our prisons packed?

Can we reduce unemployment, control lnfl~tion, meet the

needs of our people and bal~nce the budget in four years?
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Can we truly protect the consumer from decuptive prac

tices in the marketplace?

Can we restor~ the privilege of privacy to the American

people and shield them from government intrusion?

Can our free ont~rprise system join with government

and the people and work together to solve basic problellls?

Can we have equal justice when court system~ are jammed

and prisons packed -- and when the poor consistently receive

harsher sente:nces than those who have the income to afford

competent attorneys?

Can we reconcile the ne~d tor essential public services

with the presorvation of the quality of our life and our environ

ment?

C~n we assure all Americans of qunlity health care

at reasonable cost when medic~l and health care costs hdVC sky

rocketed?

Can we assist our older people in moctlny increased costs

of living and at the S\1Il\etime assure the soundness of tho Social

Security System?

Can our welfare and tax systems be reformed in a just

and equi table manner?

Is it within our capability as a Nation to join together

to std.ve together to solve these problems?

Can we mctke a real beginning -- a new beginning -- in an

attack on these problems ~-can we achieve re~l results?

We all realize these problems cannot be solved overnight -

or even completely in this Administration.

But the answer to the question must, for the sake of
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the American people be: Yes, together we can do it and we

are going to do it ..

We ~re going to work together with mutual undor

~tanding ~nd a ~pirit of cooperation.

We can take the easy road and deceive ourselves

with false solutions and deferred responsibilities.

Or we can take the hard road -- face reality

and work for perm~ncnt solutions .andaccept immediate

responsibility in our time.

The key to succe~s is a united America -- ~nd tht~

n~tion h~3 a stake in every Arneric~n because the key to

collective gre~tne3S 1s individual fulfillment -- the

making of the complete, responsible, compassionate

individual.

Every Arnerican must feel that this is his country

and every Arncric~n must understand that C:CWC3ry ot.her American

has a right to his or her birthright of dignity and self-

respeet and equality.

We all eat at the si1Itletable and we must share the

abundance of our gre~t nation and not begrudge our brother

his portion.

Labor must accept the fact th~t business is entitled
to a profit.

ausiness must ~~ccpt thu fact t.hat.labor is entitled
to a living wage.

And there must be restraint and a·willlnyness to

understand the positions and the problems of our neighbors.

We are ~11 fellow passengers on this spaceship

whirLing through tho universe.
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We must work together, live together, love togethQr.

Franklin Roosevelt said: "We are bound together by

a single unity, the unity of freedom and equality".

America is for all of us -- not for the wealthy,

nor for the privileged -- but for all of us.

And our government is for all of us -- and wu arc

all a part of our government.

Together we can strive to solve our problems without

rancor and 6Xco88ive partisanship.

We must have a partnership of government and the

people for the sake of unity.

We can debato without invective and disagree without

vituperation~

We can be tolerant and yet firm in our beliefs.

And we will have a governmont that will serve rather

than oppress the people.

Abraham Lincoln in his eulogy to Henry Clay said:

"He knew no North, no South, no East and no WesL

but only the Union which held them all in its sacred circle".

We must know no North, no south, no East and no

West.

Wo mU3t know only America -- and ourselves --

and strive to achieve our own fulfillment and the destiny

of our great nation -- by working together in a spirit of

compromise and goodwill.

We can su~ccod -- wo will succeed, together.

This is our n~tion, with liberty and justice for all -

and our task is to achieve this golden mean.
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GOVERNOR,

THESE ARE SOME OF THE IDEAS YOU REQUESTED FOR

THE INAUGURAL SPEECH. I HAVE TRIED TO THINK THROUGH

IN THE LIMITED TIME I HAVE HAD THE REAL DEFINITION

OF AN OVERRIDING THE~lli. SINCE I HAVE DICTATED MOST

OF THIS FROM NOTES, IT RUNS ON A BIT AND IS DISJOINTED.

HOWEVER, IT THINK THAT THE CENTRAL IDEAS IIM TRYING

TO SUGGEST WILL BE ONES THAT YOU RECOGNIZE. IF THERE

IS A NEED FOR CLARIFICATION AND EXPLANATION, I WOULD

BE MOST ANXIOUS TO TALK ABOUT IT. MY OWN THOUGHTS

HAVE IN PART DEVELOPED AS I WORKED ON THESE NOTES.

I MAY WELL COME UP WITH SOME CLEARER DEFINITIONS

AND NEW WRINKLES.

PAT (CADDELL)



MEMORANDUM

TO: GOVERNOR CARTER

FROM: PAT CADDELL

DATE: JANUARY 5, 1977

RE: THOUGHTS FOR INAUGURAL SPEECH

A. MOOD OF THE COUNTRY

THERE ISN'T MUCH REASON TO GO INTO GREAT DETAIL ON

THE MOOD OF THE COUNTRY -- I'VE DISCUSSED THAT AT GREAT

LENGTH. AS I SAID LAST WEEK, WE ARE AT A TIME OF LOW

EXPECTATION AND HIGH HOPE. THE COUNTRY IS CAUTIOUS,

DESIROUS OF CHANGE AND SEARCHING FOR ANSWERS TO THE

PROLIFERY OF NEW PROBLEMS THAT HAVE RISEN. THE MOST

DISTURBING POINT IS THAT PEOPLE ARE ON THE VERGE OF

GIVING UP ON THE GOVERNMENT AS A VEHICLE FOR SOLVING

THESE PROBLEMS. THERE IS A DESIRE IN THE COillJTRYFOR

BASIC RECONCILIATION. AS ALWAYS, THE TWO INSTINCTS ARE

A DESIRE FOR CHANGE AND A DESIRE TO RETURN TO BASIC-
VALUES. IN SUM, THE COUNTRY SEEKS A RESTORATION RATHER

THAN AN UPHEAVAL.

B. SPEECH TEXT

AS I HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT IT, I HAVE BECOME CONVINCED

THAT THE BEST SPEECH WOULD BE A VERY SHORT SPEECH AND,

IF POSSIBLE, WITH SHORT STATEMENTS. THE SPEECH SHOULD

BE PURELY THEMATIC -- IT SHOULD NOT BE A DISCUSSION

OF ISSUES. ISSUES CAN BE DISCUSSED IN DETAIL IN THE

STATE OF THE UNION AND IN OTHER HESSAGES.



INAUGURAL SPEECH MEMO
PAGE TWO

IN THINKING ABOUT GREAT INAUGURAL SPEECHES, IT

SEEMS TO ME THAT THOSE THAT HAVE BEEN THE MOST SUCCESS-

FUL HAVE BEEN THE SPEECHES THAT SHARED SEVERAL COMMON

CHARACTERISTICS: FIRST, A SINGLE OVERRIDING THE}lliTHAT

DOMINATES THE ENTIRE ADDRESS RATHER THAN A COLLECTION

OF THEMES; SECONDLY, THE SUCCESSFUL ADDRESSES HAVE HAD

THEMES THAT SPOKE TO DEEP DOUBTS AND CONCERNS OF THE

PEOPLE; THIRD, IF YOU THINK OF LINCOLN'S, ROOSEVELT'S

AND KENNEDY'S INAUGURAL SPEECHES, THEY ALL HAD A CENTRAL

PHRASE THAT BOTH SUMMARIZED THE THEME AND BECAME A SYMBOL

ITSELF.

C. SEARCH FOR A THEME

THE HARDEST PART OF THE PROCESS IS TRYING TO FOCUS

DOWN TO ONE }lliSSAGEOF OVERRIDING PURPOSE. I TOYED WITH

THE THEIlliSTHAT WE HAVE COVERED SO MANY TIMES -- REORGAN-

IZATION OF GOVEPRMENT, UNITY, EFFICIENCY, ETC. WHILE ALL

OF THOSE AND OTHERS ARE CRUCIAL, THEY DON'T SEEM IN THEM-

SELVES TO SUM UP THE POINTS AND EMOTIONS THAT ARE ORDINARILY

HARNESSED IN THE CENTRAL THRUST OF A GOOD INAUGURAL SPEECH.

THE PROBLEM IS FINDING A SIMPLE MAJOR THRUST THAT REALLY

SERVES AS AN UMBRELLA FOR ALL THE BASIC PUBLIC ANXIETIES.

HAVING THOUGHT ABOUT IT, I HAVE COME UP WITH WHAT I THINK

MAY BE A LARGER DEFINITION OF A NEW THEME.
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D. THE RENEWING OF AMERICA

THE PROBLEM IS RESTORATION, NOT UPHEAVAL. THE

COUNTRY FACES THE PROBLEM OF UNDERSTANDING THE EVENTS

OF THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS AND BEING ABLE TO BUILD OFF

THEM. AT THE MOMENT WE HAVE A PSYCHOLOGICALLY DAMAGED

PEOPLE -- THEIR SENSE OF PROGRESS AND PURPOSE HAS BEEN

CRIPPLED. YET THERE REMAINS A TRADITIONAL DESIRE TO

GO FORWARD. IN GIVING SOME DEEP THOUGHT TO THE HISTORY

OF THIS COUNTRY, ONE CAN FIND TWO PARALLEL STRANDS THAT

CONTINUALLY ALTERNATE IN PROMINENCE. IN A SENSE, THERE

ARE REALLY TWO CYCLES, WITH ONE CONSTANTLY DISPLACING

THE OTHER:

1. BURST OF IDEALISM

THIS CYCLE TAKES PLACE WHEN WE STRIVE TO FULFILL

IDEALS AND REACH CHANGING GOALS. TIME AND TIME AGAIN THIS

IDEALISM ATTACHED TO THOSE CHANGING~GOALS HAS BEEN CHARAC-

TERISTIC OF THE PEOPLE AND HAS SERVED TO MOVE THE WHOLE

COUNTRY ALONG IN FAIRLY SHARP MOVEMENTS. ONE CAN THINK

OF PERIODS SUCH AS THE CIVIL WAR, THE PROGRESSIVE WILSON

ERA, THE NEW DEAL IN WORLD WAR II, AND THE 1960'S. IN

EACH INSTANCE, FACED WITH NEW PROBLEMS, THE COUNTRY

SOUGHT TO REACH IDEALISTIC GOALS THAT WERE CONSISTENT

WITH SOME SENSE OF NATIONAL PURPOSE.

2. PERIODS OF RETRENCHMENT

AFTER EACH CYCLE OF IDEALISTIC MOVEMENT HAS

COME A PERIOD OF RETRENCHMENT AND FRUSTRATION AND THE
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CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH QUICK AND SUDDEN MOVEMENT OF

PEOPLE. WHEN THE TOLL OF THE CHANGE AND UPHEAVAL

HAS SET IN, WE FIND THAT THE COUNTRY HAS HISTORICALLY

TURNED INWARD, THAT WE REACHED A POINT OF PERSONAL

GREED AND NATIONAL RECRIMINATION, AND THAT THOSE ERAS

WERE MARKED BY DISm~ITY AND STRUGGLES AGAINST ONE

ANOTHER. THESE RECRIMINATION PERIODS CAN BE SEEN IN

THE 1870'S, THE 1920'S FOLLOWING WILSON AND WORLD WAR

I, THE 1950'S AND, FINALLY, OUR OWN DECADE. IN THE

1970'S, NOT ONLY HAVE WE HAD A TRADITIONAL PERIOD OF

RETRENCHMENT, BUT THAT IS ACCENTUATED BY THE UNDER-

MINING AND OVERTURNING OF MANY OF THE BASIC PRECEPTS

ABOUT lU1ERICA ITSELF.

TIME AND TIME AGAIN IN AMERICAN HISTORY THE PUBLIC

HAS FACED A CROSSROAD. ON ONE HAND, THERE EXISTS THE

PROSPECT OF CONTINUING THE PERIOD OF FRUSTRATION AND

RETRENCHEMENT WHICH MIGHT HAVE LED TO A MORE PERMANENT

EROSION OF THE ~1ERlCAN SPIRIT OF PROGRESS. ON THE

OTHER HAND, THERE WAS THE POSSIBILITY OF RESUMING THE

MARCH OF IDEALISM AND THE SEARCH TO ATTAIN THE EVER-

CHANGING IDEA OF A}lliRICA. IT HAS BEEN THE EFFORT TO

ATTAIN THAT IDEA THAT HAS SERVED TO BIND TOGETHER A

DIVERSE, MULTI-CULTURED PEOPLE. EACH PERIOD OF IDEALISTIC

MOVEMENT AND PROGRESS HAS EVENTUALLY LED TO A PERIOD OF

FRUSTRATION AND RECRIMINATION. THEY ARE THE PRICE THAT

IS PAID FOR THE GROWING PAINS OF MATURITY. INDEED, IT
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CAN BE SUHMARIZED AS THE PAINFUL PROCESS OF FREEDOM

ITSELF. PART OF THE PROBLEM, OF COURSE, IS THAT FREE-

DOM AND DEMOCRACY ARE NOT STAGNANT CONCEPTS. THEY ARE

EVER-CHANGING AND EVER-EXPANDING. THE PACE NEEDED TO

ACCOMPLISH THESE GOALS IS SO QUICK .THAT EVENTUALLY

RESPITES ARE NATURAL CONSEQUENCES.

AMERICA NOW FACES SUCH A CROSSROAD. WE SEE A

STAGNATION, A TURNING INWARD, DIVISION AND DISTRUST.

IF THIS STAGNATION CONTINUES, IT MIGHT MEAN THE STEADY

EROSION OF INSTITUTIONS OF MUTUAL TRUST AND OF THE COUNTRY

ITSELF. EVERY OTHER GENERATION AT THIS JUNCTURE HAS

MOVED TO ASSUME THAT "PAINFUL BURDEN OF FREEDOM" AND TO

PURSUE ITS CHANGING IDEALS AND GOALS AND DREAMS. HENCE,

SOME EFFORT AT DESIGNING AND ACHIEVING A VISION RECOG-

NIZES THE REALITY OF THE PAST LEARNING EXPERIENCES THAT

HAVE TAKEN PLACE.

OVER THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS PEOPLE HAVE LEARNED A

GREAT DEAL ABOUT AMERICA AND ITS LIMITATIONS. WE HAVE

HAD THE NATURAL PROBLEMS OF MATURITY AND GROWTH THAT

TAKE PLACE IN ANY SOCIETY -- MANY SOMmvHAT NAIVE ASSU!~-

TIONS BEING OVERTURNED. WE CAN CONTINUE TO EITHER

RETREAT FROM THAT EXPERIENCE OR WE CAN LEARN THE LESSONS

AND MOVE FORWARD, BUILDING A NEW FUTURE ON WHAT WE HAVE

LEARNED.
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THEREFORE, GIVEN THIS BRIEF AND SKETCHY OUTLINE

OF CYCLES, IT APPEARS TO ME THAT PERHAPS THE CENTRAL

THEME OUGHT TO BE A DISCUSSION OF THE RENEWAL OF AMERI-

CAN VALUES. WE NEED TO ENTER A PERIOD OF BOTH CONTIN-

UITY AND RESTORATION. WE NEED TO BE GIVEN SOME NEW

VISIONS AND GOALS, ONCE AGAIN CALLING ON THE IDEALISM

OF THE A!~RICAN PEOPLE TO ~rnET THE NEW REALITIES. THE

ONLY POSSIBLE WAY OUT OF THIS NATIONAL TRAUMA IS A

PERIOD OF NATIONAL PROGRESS THAT INVOLVES A REASSUMPTION

OF TRADITIONAL IDEALISM. THAT DOES NOT ME&~ THAT THE

BLATANT OPTIMISM AND EXPECTATIONS OF THE EARLY 1960'S

~~-~
SHOU~D~~BE REPEATED, SINCE RECENT EXPERIENCES HAVE
SOBERED THE PUBLIC TREMENDOUSLY. THE APPROACH SHOULD

BE P~UL, ~OMBER AND INVOLVE A REKINDLING OF HOPE.

THE THE~~ SHOULD BE AS OTHER GENERATIONS HAVE IN THE PAST,

THIS GENERATION MUST RENEW ITS COMMITMENT TO THE IDEALS

AND VALUES THAT SPARKED THE INCEPTION OF THE UNITED

STATES AND THAT WE HAVE NO OTHER POSSIBLE COURSE BUT TO

TRY TO MOVE IN A NEW DIRECTION OF PROGRESS, TRYING TO

FULFILL THE CHANGING ASPIRATIONS OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.

YOUR OWN ELECTION AS A SOUTHERNER IS A SYMBOL OF THIS

DESIRE TO MOVE DOWN THE NEW ROAD OF PROGRESS. FACED

WITH THE ALTERNATIVES OF STAGNATION AND AN ATTEMPT TO

MOVE FORWARD AGAIN, THERE REALLY IS NO ALTERNATIVE AT

ALL.
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CONCERNING THE STRUCTURE OF THE SPEECH, THE SUB-

THEMES AND INGREDIENTS, I WOULD LIST THEM AS FOLLOWS:

I. DEFINITION OF PREMISE

II. SOUTHERN SYMBOLISM

III. CANDID DISCUSSION OF RECENT EVENTS

IV. DESIRE FOR NEW PARTNERSHIPS AND A NEW TOLERANCE

OF DIVERSITY

V. THE NEW REALISM

OF NEW APPROACHES

A RECOGNITION OF CHANGE AND

I WILL TRY TO GIVE A SHORT DISCUSSION OF EACH POINT.

I. A TIME TO RENEW AMERICA: "THE CIVIL WAR IS OVER BUT

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION CONTINUES"

THIS WOULD INVOLVE AN EXPLANATION OF THE TWO CYCLES

DISCUSSED PREVIOUSLY. IT WOULD ALSO INVOLVE A DISCUSSION

OF RENEWING PURPOSE AND COMMITMENT. WE NOW FACE THE CROSS-

ROAD THAT HAS FACED OTHER GENERATIONS. IT IS NOW TIME TO

BE GUIDED BY OUR TRADITIONAL IDEALISM AND OUR OWN HOPES FOR

THE FUTURE WITH AN UNDERSTANDING THAT THERE ARE LI1IlITSTO

WHAT CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED. THE COUNTRY CAN AND HAS MADE

PROGRESS. YOUR OWN ELECTION IS TESTIMONY TO THE PROGRESS

OF THE SOUTH. THE ABILITY OF AN UNKNOWN FROM THAT REGION

FROM A SMALL COMMUNITY TO RISE IN ONE YEAR TO THE PRESIDENCY

OF THE UNITED STATES ITSELF IS A SYMBOL OF THE RESILIANCE

AND STRENGTH OF THE COUNTRY. THE FACT THAT A WHITE SOUTH-

ERNER CAN BE ELECTED BY ALL OF AMERICA AND BY BLACK VOTERS
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IS A SYMBOL OF THE RENEWAL OF THE AMERICAN SPIRIT. NOW

THE COUNTRY MUST MOVE, CANDIDLY RECOGNIZING RECENT TRAUMAS,

REALIZING THAT THINGS ARE DIFFICULT BUT THAT THE VALUES

NEED TO BE RESTORED. IT IS TIME TO END DIVISION AND

HOSTILITY AND DISUNITY AND A TIME TO COME TOGETHER TO

MOVE FORWARD TO SOME COffi10NGOALS, GUIDED BY THE ENDURING

PRINCIPLES THAT HAVE EXISTED SINCE THE REVOLUTION ITSELF.

SOME ADDITIONAL POINTS IN THIS DISCUSSION WOULD BE

AS FOLLOWS:

1. "THE AMERICAN DREAM IS CHANGING; BUT OUR DREAMS------- ~~----------------
ARE NOT DATED"

~-----------_..

2. THE RECENT TRAUMA, OR HOW WE GOT HERE, WAS THAT

OUR LEADERS LOST SIGHT OF OUR PURPOSES AND THAT CHANGE

ITSELF BROUGHT GREAT FRUSTRATION. WE SUFFERED SOME

BETRAYALS, BUT ALSO WE SUFFERED SOME NATURAL GROWING

PAINS.

3. "AMERICA IS NOT A PLACE BUT AN IDEA"------------------
THE THINGS THAT UNITE AMERICANS ARE NOT COMMON

CULTURES, WHICH ARE OFTEN DIVERSE, THE COMMON GEOGRAPHY,

THE COMMON RELIGION, ETC., BUT RATHER THE COUNTRY IS

UNITED BY ITS COMMIT~£NT TO ABSTRACT IDEALS SUCH AS

--E.REEDOMAND DEMOCRACY. WE WILL BE MEAS URED BY FUTURE

GENERATIONS BY THE EXTENT THAT WE SOUGHT TO ACHIEVE AND

FURTHER THOSE IDEALS.

4. "THE PEOPLE ARE STRONG"

THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH THE COUNTRY ITSELF.
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YOU SAW THAT IN A THOUSAND DAYS AND NIGHTS OF CAMPAIGNING,

GOING AROUND THE COUNTRY AND SEEING THE TESTIMONY TO THIS

STRENGTH AND TO THE BASIC VALUES OF THE AP1ERICAN PEOPLE.

IT IS THIS STRENGTH THAT PROPERLY HARNESSED AND LED WILL

LEAD TO PROGRESS. GOVERNMENT ALONE CANNOT LEAD THE COUNTRY

FORWARD. SO MUCH OF THIS COMES FROM THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES.

5. "WE HAVE LOST SIGHT OF THE GOAL OF EXCELLENCE"-----------------------.--------- -.-
ONE CAN LIST A VARIETY OF POINTS BUT WE ARE IN

DANGER ON AN INDIVIDUAL LEVEL AND ON A SOCIETAL LEVEL OF

ACCEPTING MEDIOCRITY, THE NOTION OF GETTING BY. THERE IS

A DANGER THAT INDIVIDUALS, THE GOVERNMENT AND OTHER INSTI-

TUTIONS ARE LOSING THEIR COMMITMENT TO THE IDEA OF EXCELLENCE,

AND ONE VALUE THAT MUST BE BROUGHT TO THE FOREFRONT IS THE

VALUE OF EXCELLENCE. "t-\THYNOT THE BEST?" IS NOT AN IDLE.~ .•

QUESTION, BUT IN THE COURSE OF THE SPEECH COULD BE APPLIED

TO A NUMBER OF PROPOSITIONS AND PROBLEMS. IN FACT, IT

MIGHT MAKE A GOOD REFRAIN. THE COUNTRY IS PROBABLY GOING

TO RESPOND POSITIVELY TO AN ARGUMENT FOR EXCELLENCE AND

HIGHER STANDARDS ONCE AGAIN AT AN INDIVIDUAL AND GOVERN-

MENTAL LEVEL.

6. "MORAL AND JUST GOVERNMENT"

MORAL AND JUST GOVERNMENT IS NOT JUST THE

PRODUCT OF HAVING MORAL AND JUST PEOPLE IN OFFICE. IT

IS ALSO MORE IMPORTANTLY THE EVOLUTION AND COMMITMENT

OF MORAL AND JUST POLICIES. THESE MUST BE ROOTED IN

THE BASIC SET OF IDEALS AND VALUES HELD BY THE PEOPLE.
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7. "THE FUTURE CAN BE GOOD"

THE OLD CARTER IDEA "'THEBEST DAYS ARE NOT

BEHIND US BUT POTENTIALLY AHEAD OF US", THAT THERE IS

AN URGENCY TO DEAL REALISTICALLY, COMPREHENSIVELY WITH

NEW PROBLEMS, THAT IF WE LEARN THE LESSONS FROM OUR

RECENT PAST AND DRAW FROM OUR TRADITIONAL STRENGTH,

THEN AS EVERY OTHER GENERATION HAS, WE TOO CAN MOVE

THE COUNTRY FORWARD.

II. NEW PARTNERSHIP, NEW TOLERANCE OF DIVERSITY,

RECONCILIATION

IN RECENT YEARS ONE OF THE BY-PRODUCTS OF OUR

COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN

THE ABILITY OF AMERICANS TO LEARN ABOUT EACH OTHER.---------------------
PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT RACE, SEXES, AND REGIONS HAVE

INTERMINGLED, COME TO KNOW ONE ANOTHER BETTER. WE

HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP A NEW TOLERANCE OF
------------- ---

DIVERSITY IN OUR SOCIETY, WHETHER IT BE IN THE ROLE

OF WOMEN, THE INVOLVEMENT OF YOUNG PEOPLE, OR THE

ASPIRATIONS OF PEOPLE IN DIFFERENCE REGIONS.

ON A PERSONAL LEVEL THIS MEANS AS WE LEARN FROM

ONE ANOTHER AND WORK TOGETHER, WE ONCE AGAIN HAVE THE

OPPORTUNITY TO RESTORE TRUST AMONG INDIVIDUALS. THERE

IS BOTH A REAL CONCERN THAT PEOPLE DON'T CARE FOR ONE

ANOTHER AND A TREMENDOUS DESIRE TO BUILD A SENSE OF

NATIONAL UNITY. WE CAN SPEAK TO THE NOTION THAT EVERY
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PERSON HAS A RESPONSIBILITY NOT ONLY TO THE COUNTRY BUT

TO ONE ANOTHER. RATHER THAN DIVIDING AND FIGHTING AMONG

W
OURSELVES, IT IS NO~ TIME TO WORK TOGETHER TO COMPROMISE

AND TO ACCOMODATE OTHER VIEWPOINTS. AT AN INDIVIDUAL

LEVEL, SUCH A COMMITMENT CAN ONCE AGAIN LEAD TO THE

UNIFICATION OF THE COUNTRY.

IN THE RELATIONS BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND THE PEOPLE,

THERE IS A NEED FOR RECONCILIATION AND NEW PARTNERSHIP.

THE GOVERNMENT OUGHT NOT TO BE VIEWED AS THE ENEMY OF

THE PEOPLE. RATHER, IF THE COUNTRY IS TO SUCCEED, IT

MUST BE ONCE AGAIN SEEN AS THE INSTRUMENT OF NATIONAL

WILL. THE GOVERNMENT HAS SEVERAL RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. IT MUST BEGIN TELLING THE PEOPLE THE..T.RllTli

2. IT MUST TRUST THE PEOPLE

3. IT MUST CA~E..OELE.

IF THE GOVERNMENT IS TO BE SUCCESSFUL, THEN THERE MUST

BE A COOPERATIVE VENTURE, BETWEEN GROUPS, INDIVIDUALS

AND THE GOVERNMENT ITSELF. IN A LARGER SENSE, THE

GOVERNMENT MUST BE RETURNED TO THE PEOPLE.

"AN AMERICAN PEOPLE WHICH HATES ITS OWN GOVERNMENT V'
HAS NO FUTURE."

"AN AMERICAN GOVERN.BENT WHICH HAS LOST FAITH IN THE V
PEOPLE HAS NO LEGITIMACY."

EFOR
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I THINK SOME DISCUSSION OF THIS PARTNERSHIP/TOLERANCE

IDEA WILL HAVE A STRONG REACTION FROM THE PUBLIC.

III. NEW REALISM/RECOGNITION OF LIMITS

IT IS IMPORTANT TO RAISE THE NOTION THAT WE HAVE

LEARNED FROM RECENT EXPERIENCES. WE ARE NOT INTERESTED

IN SIMPLY RECAPTURING A PAST THAT HAS GONE. THERE NEEDS

TO BE A CANDID ADMISSION THAT THERE ARE LIMITS TO WHAT--
THE GOVERNMENT CAN DO AND THAT THERE ARE LIMITS TO---------------- -
MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH. WE MUST CANDIDLY ADMIT

THAT OLD WAYS WILL NOT WORK, T,HAT SIMPLY SAYING, PROMISING

OR ASKING FOR SUCCESS WON'T MAKE IT SO. WE MUST SAY TO THE

PEOPLE THAT THERE MUST BE BOTH NEW APPROACHES, NEW ASSUMP-

TIONS IN SOLVING PROBLEMS. SOME SPECIFIC POINTS:

1. WE MUST ADMIT THE COMPLEXITY OF PROBLEMS.

THE PUBLIC UNDERST~NDS THE PROBLEMS ARE MORE

COMPLICATED THAN EVER BEFORE. PAST POLITICAL WISDOM

HAS BEEN TO PROMISE THE PEOPLE SIMPLE ANSWERS, SIMPLE

SOLUTIONS. WE NEED TO REJECT THAT NOTION AND OPENLY

RECOGNIZE THAT UNLESS COMPLEX PROBLEHS ARE ADDRESSED

IN A COMPLEX FASHION, THERE CAN BE NO HOPE IN SOLVING

THEM.

2. vIE MUST DECIDE WHAT WE WANT TO DO AND WHY.

WE CAN NO LONGER JUST ACCEPT OLD ASSUMPTIONS

ABOUT PROGRAMS AND GOVERNMENT EFFORTS. WE MUST BE

WILLING TO RAISE QUESTIONS OF PURPOSE IN EVERY AREA,
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WHETHER IT IS BUDGET, EDUCATION, SOCIAL SERVICES, FOREIGN

POLICY, ETC. THE COUNTRY HAS DRIFTED BECAUSE IT HAS FEW

ARTICULATED GOALS. WE ARE NOW AT A TIME WHEN WE MUST

ARTICULATE THE CHIEF CONCENSUS OVER WHAT WE SEEK TO

ACCOMPLISH AS A NATION.

3. THE GOVERNMENT DOES NOT HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS
"'---------------------- ..--------

PREMISE.

THIS SIMPLE PREMISE NEEDS TO BE ARTICULATED.

POLITICIANS AND GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS WHO GOVERN BY EASY

ANSWERS AND SLOGANS BETRAY THE TRUST OF THE PEOPLE. OLD

SLOGANS WILL NOT SOLVE NEW PROBLEMS. OLD SIMPLISTIC

IDEOLOGY WILL NOT PROVIDE A FRAMEWORK FOR PROGRESS.

4. NEW APPROACHES.

THERE MUST BE A WILLINGNESS TO TRY NEW AND

UNIQUE APPROACHES TO PROBLEMS. OFTEN THE APPROACH MUST

INVOLVE LESS GOVERNMENT EFFORTS AND MORE RESPONSIBILTIY- - - --------
FOR INDIVIDUALS. WE SHOULD NOT BE RIGID IN CONTINUING
----_.~-------.
TO MAKE FAILED POLICIES WORK. WITH CAREFUL THOUGHT

WE MUST TRY NEW APPROACHES AND IF THEY DON'T SUCCEED,

~vE MUST BE WILLING TO ADHIT THE ERROR AND TRY IT AGAIN.

PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED BUT THEY WILL NOT BE SOLVED BY

DOING BUSINESS IN OLD WAYS.

5. qUALITY OF LIFE VERSUS QUANTIT~.

WE HAVE REACHED A HIGH LEVEL OF ACQUISITION

OF MATERIAL GOODS. WE MUST LEARN THAT MORE DOES NOT

MEAN BETTER. LET'S REALIZE THAT THE RESPONSIBILITY

~Ai)EfO
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OF THE GOVERNMENT AND THE SOCIETY IS NOT JUST TO PROCURE

MORE THINGS BUT TO PRODUCE A BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE. WE

MUST BE CANDID IN REALIZING THAT QUALITY REQUIRES TRADE-

OFFS. WE NEED A CONCENSUS ON THE QUALITY OF OUR EXISTENCE,

AND THAT INVOLVES OFTEN THE TRIUMPH OF INTANGIBLES.

6. ISSUES.

I'VE LISTED A FEW ISSUES THAT FIT THIS DISCUS-

SION, A NEW REALISM/RECOGNITION OF LIMITS:

A. THE ENVIRONMENT -- THE WHOLE QUESTION OF

GROWTH VERSUS QUALITY OF LIFE

B. SOCIAL JUSTICE

C. THE ECONOMY -- OLD ANSWERS ARE NOT REAL

SOLUTIONS TO NEW ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

D. CRIME

E. WASTE

FREEDOM FROM FEAR

EFFICIENCY IS NOT A SLOGAN BUT

A NECESSITY IF GOVERNMENT IS GOING TO BE

RESPONSIVE TO THE PEOPLE

F. FOREIGN POLICY THAT AMERICA ONCE AGAIN

BE AN IDEAL TO THE vl0'RLD; THAT OUR STRENGTH

COMES FROM OUR IDEALISM, NOT FROM OUR POWER;

THAT AMERICA SHOULD BE THE BREADBASKET OF

THE WORLD, NOT THE ARMS MERCHANT OF THE

vlORLD.

IV. SUMMING UP

YOU NEED TO REALLY GIVE AN UPLIFTING SU}WARY TO

THE INAUGURAL SPEECH, MUCH ALONG THE LINES OF THE LAST
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CHAPTER OF YOUR BOOK. YOU'RE REALLY THE ONLY PERSON WHO

CAN EXPRESS THE FEELINGS YOU HAVE IN A CREDIBLE FASHION.

THEREFORE, THE SU!'1MARYMUST BE YOURS.
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and honI'tBtl)' telling themwb.y y,,"u cftln~ t:. "'Q i.t •

•e, Roel.ting the u~ge to oY~rJllmpl.1fy_ r.op~e recoq-
n i~f') t;h,JI t campie ••: f.>r';ll:>lel\t1~ require- cQmpJ.co:ll;51,,·1 uto.1ons.
Violating poi.nt ••a"'. t.h.lt .• trat;eq}' 01' tho palJi:. h,._s
oft.~n be.•n to ldo)nt.1fy 81J1ll!?l.e solutlo.ns t:.h.••t ca.n't:
work 80 ••,it. ta'> 1000>1: busy.

(f) In t:1'\ ••• I'Itnd. 1::ho of'C1~:~oftJl'1t: and ••~:f~etivl\) ~cr:-01mpl., ••h
'lI'iloP.n't: o~ th~ go",l .••)'OU :li1.}'· df';),.'tl ",111 convi.nc. 1:11·'1)

p'1t<oplo tQ trust:: ~h~ 90v·'llrnmBl'\t.

Turn1n~ to th~ oth~r thre~ points, y th1n~ you b~vo ~o
JIllii.\)r,,':J ;2 d.1.rQ·ct;. c~ll ~I;)r t:blP. Y'0lJt'.>rl,'l.i;.io\ .•• o~ ba.:io y~luf ••t•• nd
ci,...Hll"ll in thi~ RO,Cl. .••t.l'. J!-i':l~,'\>'•.,\,'f;: .'So.\'llI<'!t r:l1!a.r visloOn ot w/'),a'Cf9
't,;l'H! count-.c·:J' i& going, :'J.!lcrifiC'.l' will "oOt:. 'lll.'!tlc•• ,• .an."ll. f:o· pO!'r.",pl"'!rr
You ~i1.n"·;;lt;. ~:'>(pe,-:"_ 'f"l!opl@ f:~ joIn in bu:il.d.in:;J .(1 1!I-:>·cJ.ot;:~, witl'\·~:'\)Jt:.
~.L."""";J w:i1.:.Lin';jl t:.;) l~t t.tlf~m "ll'l1!-lt thllt pl ••n ••. TI'h't c,.:)ul"ltr:y n'ao,<3:. P'.;O
b~ :C.2l11'i nc.:le-d illlx:>t:.t; b,~ ~ i c f' J:·,3t•• -d·!:I1I':lIS3",~ .ft b+.,u-t: '=-h•. hWllll'l\ILn va 1 u·", .•
o~ toJ.E'ri1.n~i',} ~n,:-' f ••i~ p18)'.

S!!condly. t~9 \;:'.>1.lntry J!1':ust 'C'JPn-e'>4 ito/J c':~.I.".l'ltJl1l.,nt. to
~'Urt.hd!r p.t·O'iJI:C&:5 1n n•••tional d'l!IvE"].op •.,.."nt. In.clud·3td in tho1!lt::.
.1:;:".'" co=ni t:tr-(.'l'l>t.~t-::- ."tqtJa~ t.r~lll trn'·.Hl~. t: \)r ,,11 ~ b1!t terhlll'" 1t.h
C\nd ~o:l\lC~'t.jOI), III -=·.::.'Int.lnu,~d tl[-~-'':Jt'""dln,~· ,o:f tho'!! lI'tan·~'<llIr'~ of!
1.1vin9/ thllt c"J\l'.pJ..e;nr.ot'.'nt·lt.ry '!i!l'.elop,~ •.nt nnd prr.»t.:erct.;:ion of n'!lli",uro!\l
~·~40'.)rcaollJ ..•. '1"<:1 '-' un.i t .1~d ,~ftort t·o r.'>.o.!}t <!In,.:!O'.·~O:'CO:!l<!I r •.~·ft 1 pX")b'
lo.-,~'U. 'Wl'\·L"t.hBI" ~n.·.l!!Y 1:::>'it poJ.1utl->n,. £,':>oOd p£·o.,i·w:::ti.::>n. on,!tr9Y_
,..,,,h'..I1 Id:l.tl~ o:f '~:i.1l::i<ea•. or tral'\,.pox·t:.~t.i.oo~ In q'l!lH"lBl'illl. f:~""r~
~hcu1d b~ ~ ~il.~in~n~3~ ~o pura~~ Idrg~ 90ft1. ~nd ~~ a.~~r~1on
r:hOlt. .0lI\.31'j'· ·probl"'Il:l:.IJ C<ft~"b1l'l •. .:>l"'.oG'·:3,.

P1.n.1lI11y. ]\Tr.@ri.,c11L ·Cl-i:ts·t r~n~w it~ cOL'r7I!!lit:1!III';)nt t~ t.holt lOoI'I."rl'').
7irHt, t.h1.,'3 n:,~e.·::\llI 1:n.a>:: thf:r On1t.:G!d Btate. 1:11:>0••••)1 ~11 thi.ngs
""nnt3 P3<l1C~r and if. "°1l:lloral'" rOlla 1:tl1 t~t",t wo.r.1d~ ·Th~U •.:g. r""G'l>~-
n1 zo',' th~ oi.'1.v~'C·ai.t·~, 10 th';, w¢rld and .upp:.>:c-ts. .ftlJ.'-d,.~.v~,T.t.ln,'l.t.1.o/)<
.~OY' eve~~' n~t: Ion. ;I,1t. t.h-s lIJn.rr,,,", t.lrlt-3 V~ 1'1:\"101: aay t'H'lt \<'."! w.ill
nc."t ~·~crl f'1,~o'! .or :\.':;1'\':\00."['• .l.ndi"i~~v..l ~reedo:llll.1J. ~or fl.'h':n·t-~l!rm;
pol.it::l.cJOl1. 9i.11n. 71l"" 1.•1If.lI!Prican pe'C'pl~ "'''1St: rn~~lt a C'om..,it.:lf ..a'·lt t".':>
help thol!5~? othCl'r JlMlt..10'lHI ·bILliJ.d . .ctronc~er ~~·C'on,or!:,.i~90 i'!\nd o"".rCC,T7>t')
h1,1J\~J'''rc lQno:canc<lI! •. /,"nod dl:l.u ..••.~;'Ift •••••••• 'Br.i.can •• PlUJJ't: x.1.arl a "~1HU!
ox pdrt"n1)r~hlp in the worl.d C'..,.~/.\munj.t;.y a»d w.1.t:.hin tlUlt par1:n..,r,.llip must (,1.,ht.. fur 01,1.1' .idltYa1 .••



FROM JAMES SCHLESINGER - JANUARY 6, 1977

This nation - indeed the civilization which we share with our friends

around the world - has developed on the basis of cheap and abundant energy.
Yet, the era of abundance has now come to a close. We already face, and

others will soon face, an era of restricted availability of oil and gas.
More important, as a great power, we face an immediate crisis, since we
must not allow this nation to become vulnerable in its vital interests to

the possibility of supply interuption. Yet, because there is no overt

shortage, the crisis is not visible to many citizens.

The problem of our energy future demands solution. In the near

term, it requires a nation-wide effort at conservation and fuel substitution.

In the longer term it requires the development of new alternatives to

maintain our civilization, as cheaply available fuels run out. The future

cannot be left to chance and to luck. We intend to develop a comprehensive

national energy plan to insure our immediate security and our grandchildren's
future prosperity.



TO:

FROH:

PrecidcnL-clect Citrt:p.t"

Tell Sor'ensen J,:Ulu~ry 6, )C')76

Following, l\C rcqucctcd, arc thrce suggesLions

for the Inaugural nddrecc within my area .of rcsponsil)ili~y:

1) We chall be watchful on the rampart5 of our

nation's freerlom without wasting out"preciou~ recourccc or

we~kening our even more preciou6 li~erLieH.

2) If at any time the lender~ of tlny nil Li on ;Ht:>

intent upon our destruction, t.hey Hhitll riml us f:'Vf~r vic;ilant

and never vulnerable; ~nd if Ull~y c.lloo~p. inst.P-rHl the path of

peace, they chall find us willing Lo wlllk Lhllt path itll ext-.ra

mile and beyond.

3) The mllinLenance of peace on thiH plam~~ CRn

never wholly I:ely ot! llIutUit1 t.nn~t: or it ffec;tion b~hleen t"'·o

superpuwers with competing systems and interests. But a

~el- ies of cOllcn:·t~, r~r.;iprocal, enforceable conunitment~ .Clln

I c.11] upon ill1 the na tilJIll:S of the ,,'urld tu jc.1in us a~

"architectc of peace".



TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

M E M 0 RAN 0 U M

Governor Carter
Jody Powell

Harrison Wellford
8i Lazarus

January G, 1977

Government Reorganization/Reform Themes
for the Inaugural Address

Here are some thoughts about the uses of govern

ment reform and reorganization a~ a basis for inaugural

themes.

This topic may be worth particular emphasis in

the inaugural, since the tight economic and financial

situation reduces the prospect for new initiatives in

social policy as major achievements, at least in the

first phase of the Administration. Hence, the inlluqUral

should signal to the public that much of the excitement

and neh:, evement they should exp.?£t to emilnate from

Jimmy Cnrtcr's Wnshington will relate to government reform

and reorqanization. I
'\

DEFO
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Implementing this commitment will likely produce

long, drawn-out struggles with the Congress, the bureau

cracy, and special interest groups--involving complex and

often dull issues--and producing small, undramatic victories

as well, ~erhaps, as some visible loases. The inaugural

ought to help inject drama into that prospect. This can

be done by emphasizing:

• (I) the rcbound- from-"l.at.<?.rqatctheme an_d
(2) the once-in-a-nation's-lifetimc-opportunit;y
theme. (If we cannot D..Q..'1 remake our government-
if we cannot !lQlj stop the spread of this infection
of apathy and cynicism--then we will probably
ncv~r turn this tide, and the quality--perhaps
the survival--of our democratic experiment will
be endangered.

• the enterprise of reform will not always be
smooth or easy or without controversy--but this
Administration will not retreat from its commit
ments just to avoid challenges.

• there is a self-fulfilling element to public
pessimism and apathy--everyone knows that the
huge government is pockmarked with waste and
programs which aid only special interests--but
these can be removed only with strong popular
support--apathY will ~Rsure th~t the decay of
self-qovernment will continue and worsen .

• ~acrifice will be needed to fulfill the promise
of democratic reorganization and reform--someone
profits from virtually every instance of waste,
corruption, or disorganization--often no one in
particular suffers much--the people havC' to
ntnnd \lP and support mC?nsures to end waste and
restore trust--9thcn~ine the RPecial,intcrests
will always prevail.
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• .lli.lti~, rather than nn ephemeral thirst for
quick and sensational victories, is needed to
sustain this conunitmcnt (rhetoric which evokes
KennC'dy's references to tho "twilight struggle"
of the Cold \'/arin his 1961 innugural might be
effective to convey this point).

Another point involves the President's attitude

toward government employees (who will hamper his hopes

for reform and reorganization, if they feel that he is

unsympathetic, hostile, or threatening to them). The

inaugural could aid in avoiding this prospect by:

• emphasizing that 1;h0.publ ic servant is the,
most unfortUtliltev.i.s;t.:it'-of the politicization
of the government by Nixon (ct. al.), nnd of
disorganization and waste--the public servant
dedicated his life to public service, but he or
she is instead worn down by the system. We
want to restore the chance to serve the public
interest in fact as well as in name. We seck
a government that all citizens will be proud
to support, and would be proud to serve.

• emphasizing thnt a tragedy related to the
decline of confidence in government is the
growth of hostility b<:t",eenthe public and the
public servant--"bureaucrat" has become a term
of scorn--reorganization and reform will effect
a reconcj]intion between the people and their
government.

cc: Stu Eizensta~
Dert Lance
Jack Watson



CARTER - MONDALE
TRANSITION PLANNING GROUP

P.O. Box 2{]OO

Wash-ington, D.C. 20013

January 11, 1977

MEMORANDUM TO: President-Elect Jimmy Carter

FROM: Peter Bourne~B.

SUBJECT: Inaugural Address

As you requested, here are my thoughts on the
inaugural address.

Your inaugural address in 1971 was the most
important event of your political career until you
announced that you were running for President.
What made it important was that you said something
that was clearly a historic statement - the end of
one era and the beginning of another. Your presi
dential inaugural should attempt to do the same.

What does your election mean to the country In
terms of the broad view of history?

(1) The election of a Southerner_signifies
symbolically the end of the civil war, and a re
integration of the South, on an equal footing,
into the mainstream of American political life.

(2) It also will eliminate not only the long
standing prejudice against the South, but also the
artificial sense of inferiority which many Southerner's
had felt.

(3) It should signify the close of the Viet
Nam era which you will symbolically hring to an end
by announcing the pardon.

(4) It demonstrates the viability of the American
system at a time when people had lost faith. The manner
in which you became President dramatized what America
means and why it is unique in the world.

I hope your inaugural address would touch on some
of these themes. The major thrust of your speech,
however, should deal not merely with the future of

El£!CTtlOSTIiTIC REPRODUCTION MADE fOR
i}if;!s~aVAnON PURPOSES
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Memo To: President-elect Jimmy Carter
From: Peter Bourne
Subject: Inaugural Address
Date: January 11, 1977

America, but the future of the world. I believe you
should talk about the problems of all the people of
the world, of how we are one race worldwide, of how
virtually every significant problem is now global
not national, and that the role of America should
be to provide the leadership to solve the human
problems which the whole world shares. You should
mention health, food, and environmental problems.
Something like the following statement would be
appropriate:

"The nations of the world must acknowledge
their interdependence and join together to dedicate
their mInds, their hearts, and their talents to the
solution of those problems which treaten the survival
of us all."

"We must free ourselves from the limitations of

national prejudiCe and recogni~that the forces
which unite manklnd are incomparably greater than
those which separate it. We must establish a world
order of peace, lustice, and co~passion_in which we
acknowledge that we are one body or people dependent
on one body of resources."

"America must help all mankind to achieve the
basic needs that transcend ideology, freedom from
hunqer, physical suffering and di~se, ~r, pe~s,
pollution of the environment, and servitude to others,
theclesire to see one's children grow~to be happy
and have a better chance in the world than you did,
the ability to enhance one's position in society by
virtue of one's own merits and hard work, the oppor
tunity to tr~vel freely, to be egucated, to have the
benefits of technology and material things, and the
time to enjoy them. All people regardless of where
they live and/or what political system they live
under, share these aspirations, and we should help
them be fulfilled."

Some other random thoughts.

"Let us not look back in anger, or forward ln
fear but look around us with awareness."
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Memo To: President-elect Jimmy Carter
From: Peter Bourne
Subject: Inaugural Address
Date: January 11, 1977

"The way to move forward is to go back to our
founding principles and adapt them to todays realities."

"The founding fathers taught us that unless we
worked together, and cared for one another, and shared
nature's bounties, we could never be assured of a happy
and productive future."



TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

MEMORANDUM

President-elect Jimmy Carter

January 12, 1977

In response to your request I have set down some ideas. Your election
came close to being a second American Revolution. A revolution to restore and

reinstate our basic fundamental values. People were willing to shape their

futures by rejecting the politicians of the past. Voting for you meant voting

for the goodness and strength and resources of the American people. In your

presence I think that people believe in themselves more, because you reaffirm

the essential elements on which our whole way of life is built.

Your acceptance speech in New York was dazzling by its absence of

rhetoric and its direct statement of basic principles. Similarly now you must
go back to the beginning to reach the future, to Democracy, equality and justice.

Only the setting has changed. What you say and do has immediate

worldwide reverberation and impact. International interdependency and the absence

of positive leadership elsewhere in the world means that yours is a global

presidency. You should accept this frankly.

Your election represents the healing of a century-old wound from the

civil war. The South, having been largely scorned and rejected in political

life, has finally been accepted. I do not think it would be considered

Messianic for you to allude to Psalm 118 and the stone which the builders

rejected as a regional reference.

Here are some specific suggestions:

Our vital national interest is Democracy. In the first years of

our third century we need a rebirth and rekindling of the American spirit.

We must show the world by the way we live that Democracy can be

the way abroad.

We must let the world know that we understand the limits to our

earth's finite resources, and that we will be responsible to all the peoples

of the world in the way we manage our resources and the way we respond to the
precious resources of the globe.

We will treat with respect the human needs of the world, for they

are the same allover. We will seek to share, and to manage our skills and
resources to meet those needs.

* * * *
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I pledge to you the following:

I will not allo.w this office to place me above the people.

I dedicate this administration to equality and justice before the

law. For women there must be equal rights. For blacks, the Spanish-speaking,

the poor and native Americans there must be equal justice. For all Americans

there will be an equal opportunity to participate in the rebirth of America.

I pledge for all Americans the reaffirmation of those unalienable

rights -- life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness -- so that wherever

a citizen of this land shall go in the world, all will know that America

stands for justice, Democracy and respect for other peoples.

* * * *

I came from a farm in South Georgia to this, your office. You and

your children will always be able to say: He is one of us and this government
is ours.

The time for all discrimination to end has come. If we are to lead

as a Democracy in the world, beckoning an end to dictatorship and warfare,

it must be on the foundation of equal rights and simple justice for all.

Neither race nor gender nor ethnic origin shall determine a person's worth.

* * * *

With this new beginning must come equality for w.omenandminorities.
Accomplishment of the promise of justice before the law will brighten with time
and be one of our greatest gifts to the future.

* * * *

The revitilization and strengthening of our nation must begin with

the foundation of our society--the family. Families shape our value systems
and determine our priorities.

I
t

\
\

* * * *
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Governor:

My reaction to your draft included these thoughts.

I like the opening reference to the Bible, but I question whether
that particular Biblical quotation is appropriate. It could be
interpreted as your suggesting that the American people humble
themselves and turn from their wicked ways and their sins, but
you've been arguing all along that the government was bad but
the people were good.

In general, many of the points needed to be reorganized, so there
was more H of a domestic section and a foreign section.

I added some, but by no means all, of the pmints on your list.
One question is whether the domestic section is gettigg to
be too much of a laundry list.

It seems to me that one of the most basic themes in al 1 your
speeches going back to 1971 is the obligation of the fortunate
to the unfortunate, the relationship between those who make decisions
and those who live with those decisions. It seemed to me
appropriate to make that point in this speech so, although
you cut it from your draft, I raise the idea again.

I think you need to decide what points you absolutely want to
mention.

One ~MSX question is whether we should do more with the
New spirit~ theme or some other theme -- we need to read
this and consider whether it has the thematic unity we want.

X~~S~ ~ xxxxx
I also thought the speech needed to be more personal, so I added
the "1'11 stay close to you" line and the Julia Coleman quote
near the end.



MEMO TO: Jimmy Carter

FROM: Russell Long

RE DISTRIBUTION OF NET WORTH IN AMERICA

The latest seems to be a Federal Reserve

Study by Dorothy S. Projector & Gertrude

S. Weiss (published in 1966).

In terms of family units:
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16% were rated 0 or less. Since few people

if any had exactly 0 it is fair to say that
15% had less than O.

One could conclude that 80% would have less

than the average amount of wealth and that

50% had less than 5%, with 15% having less
than O.

John Brittain of Brookings is knowledgeable

on this subje~;r .~ 202+797-6146.
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The war on poverty has languished s

left office. In some ways the nation has lost ground and

lost direction. Today I reaffirm it as an American goal to

fight the war on poverty on all fronts, so long as it exists

ln America.

But there is a further task that goes beyond fighting

poverty. It is as old as the Jamestown colony and the Pilgrim's

Covenant. It is the task of bringing about a just and fair

distribution of the nation's wealth among its people.

As much as we concern ourselves that our distribution

of income leaves 8% of our people in poverty, a study of

the distribution of the net worth of the American people will

reflect a far more bleak picture.

It will show that 75% of adult Americans have less than

17% of our net worth. 50% have an average net worth of less

than $3,000, and 15% have a net worth less than zero.

I do not seek to redistribute the wealth of America.

Those who have earned or inherited wealth should be permitted

to keep what they have and add to it subject only to a fair

gift and estate tax.

The nation and its people have enough productive power to

double the net worth of the American people during the remainder

of this century. If we simply insist on a more even distribution

of the new wealth that we will create in the future we can

bring about the over-all distribution that we believe to be

proper over a period of years.

I will propose laws pointing us in that direction.
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Like my predecessors who have fought for a more just

distribution of income, I do not expect to see my goal achieved

during four years, but I expect to see America headed firmly

in the right direction, and I expect to see us make enough

progress so that everyone can see that our dream can become

a reality.

For this much I know: if any American President will

adopt as his goal a fair distribution of future wealth, that

worthy objective will appeal to future Presidents and future

Congresses until it becomes a reality.

Today I declare it. A fair distribution of America's

wealth is our goal. It will remain so as long as I am your

President.



For rnau~ural Address.~ .

B~sic economic problems - - unemployment. inflation, low

productivity and idle plant capacity - - can be solved only with

an efIicient functioning of the private sector.

To help this sector work e!tectively, we must rnake government

mOTa cooperative_

\Ve nlust eliminate unnecessary paperwork, red tape and

excesdve government regulation ~~ the regulatory "overkill"

that now 1"esu"icts our business cornn"lunity, retarding growth
.:f r :;

and expansion~

'.'Then ther~ is a choice 1jetween public and priva~e economic

endeavot", the private Sector should aSSlli'ne responsibilit,Y_

\Ve will utilize Federal pl"ogram9 to provide jobs and

economic sHmulua when necessary - - but only as temporary

measures and only a.s last resorts.

·We urg~ the private- sector to join with their government

in a comlnitment to put America back to work~

Juanita 1-.••1:. Kreps
Corrtlnerce Depa4hnent



On UUlMn Rl!}hts

The speech should include somewhere; "The rights of

.~ Native Americans will be protected by the Carter

Administration. "

HMy Administratfon wfll mark the begfnnfng of a new

comnitment to the qUllity of life. HatUr~l resources

wi 11 be protected and managed for theJ>e~fi t of all

Americans and for future generations. When short-term

pressures conflict with the quality of ~ environment,

I will act to protect the environment.
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Governor Andru$

Governor Carter

:0, .. P.o. Boor t.800

.;~~.w~ D.C. t0013... ~:'

and wetlands, clean up our polluted air and water, and

revitalfze and expand our system of Parks and Wildlife

Refuges. Some difficult decisions are ahead. But we

welcome the task.

We will control the needless destruction af our rivers

...--. . _ ...~--
CARTER-MONDALEA.~~ ~Q.\ fJoo.v-

TRANSITION PLANNING" GROUP

On Natural Resources/Envfronment

Subject: Proposed Language Requested

P1emorilndum

To:

. From:



WE HAVE NO FEAR OF PEACEFUL COMPETITION.

THE WORLD STILL LOOKS TO US FOR LEADERSHIP.

ONCE AGAIN OUR DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM HAS GIVEN US ITS_

SINGULAR COMBINATION OF CONTINUITY AND CHANGE.

AS WE BEGIN OUR THIRD CENTURY IT IS WELL TO CONSIDER

WHAT WE HAVE BEEN AND WHAT WE OUGHT TO BE.

WE ARE BEING FORCED TO SEARCH FOR MORE OPENNESS AND

CANDOR; WE MUST STRIP AWAY SECRECY, AND MOVE THROUGH UNI-

VERSAL SUFFRAGE TO MAKE OUR PEOPLE AND OUR GOVERNMENT ONE

AND THE SAME.

WE MUST END DISCRIMINATION, PROTECT THE WEAK, REDUCE

WASTE, CONTROL CRI~ffi,PUT OUR PEOPLE TO WORK, STRENGTHEN

OUR FAMILIES, INSURE FAIR TAXATION, PROTECT PERSONAL PRI-

VACY, AND SET AND ACHIEVE WORTHY GOALS IN AGRICULTURE,

HEALTH CARE, EDUCATION, AND IN THE SUPPLY OF ENERGY.

~ BECAUSE WE ARE FREE WE CAN NEVER BE INDIFFERENT TO

THE FATE OF FREEDOM ELSE~!HERE.. /~

IN THAT SETTING, AMERICAN POWER WILL REMAIN A CON-

STANT AND CREDIBLE FACTOR OF STABILITY.

IN A NEW SPIRIT OF FREEDOM AND COMMITMENT, IT IS
• "Z ••

TIME TO REMEMBER THE ANCIENT PROPHET, AND TO RENEW OUR

SEARCH FOR HUMILITY, MERCY, AND JUSTICE.

WE WILL HELP OTHER NATIONS SEEK LASTING AGREEMENTS

WHERE THE PRESENT BALANCE OF POWER IS FRAGILE OR WHERE

GOODWILL SEEMS A TEMPORARY STATE, AND WE URGE ALL OTHER

PEOPLE TO JOIN US AS ARCHITECTS OF PEACE.

FOREIGN TRADE AND JOBS FOR OUR WORKERS, THE WORLD

ECONOMY AND DOMESTIC PROSPERITY ARE ALL MUTUALLY SUPPORTIVE;

AND AS WE ARE CONCERNED FOR HUNGRY PEOPLE IN OTHER NATIONS

WE MUST MEET THE NEEDS OF THE DISADVANTAGED IN OUR OWN LAND.

:r
WE CAN HELP TO REDUCE SUFFERING, INUSTICE, POLLUTION,

TilE THREAT OF \\'ARAND THE OPPRESSION OF SERVITUDE.
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Each day this week we have published on .this page, ;';business;, big labor"or big' individuals in illegal activities
editorials under thlJ general heading: A: New Beginning.i'· ..~at home or abroad;',against ractal and, sexual discriminina
This is the tenth and last of a series designed to examine!" tion in botn' public and private' sectors; against infringe
some of the major domestic issues facing the' Carter. ;, ment of rightS, denial at justice or suppression' of. the "
Administration and the American people :·,during. the -;;~~unpopular, the unorthodox and .the uncouth. In virtually

,. ,I v '1" , "', '

coming year. ' \ ' ' , 'every' other: qountry of the world, !theseevils exist in ~

The election to the Presidency 'last month' at an':,fgreater. dep~and 'scope than in the Unit~ States; b~t: ,
almost totally unknown newcomer to the national scene 'j tha.t, they eXIst ~o.the degree .they, ~?,~~~PI~ our consti- .
gives to the Administration that takes office on Jan. 20 '/ t~tlOnaJ. .srs:em,. IS unaccept~ble .. " .. :' ,
an unprecedented opportunity both to unite the coun- . "And so is the coptinuance, at ,anything like its present
try and, in John F. Kennedy's still-applicable phr!1Se,.'level: of what we.,described in a previous editorial as
to get it moving again. Free of binding obligations to any. the ~'s()Cialcrisis." 'This refers especially to the depressed
special-interest sector of American society, President- status ofiAmerica's minorities, whose employment, health,
elect Carter, with the support of a friendly :if quizzical housing an~,other conditions"'of life are sub~tandard in
Congress, can if he chooses provide the kind of high- vastlY-'dispro~rtionate r~lationship to the rest of the
minded progressive-and pragmatic-leadership whose population. . '.. ' ..
promise won him the election. The American people ;r Closely allied to the social-or, to put it more bluntly,
yearn, we believe, for a President of maral-but not racial-crisis is t~e ,plight of the cities, which fram one
moralistic--<:onviction and caurageous-but' not doc- r ' end' of the country to the other. have been most directly
trinaire-liberalism to set the tone of the natian's affected by the black and' Hispanic migration. with all
domestic as well as foreign policy for the next :four Of at its social, econ,omic"':"'and.politlcal-consequences .. Na

, more years. ' , ; •. ' , ...problem' ,is"more urg~l1Itfor the new:' Aqministration to
This is what Governor Carter has still to demonstrate I;' .ta~~e, \Wlth ;a, fresh' ey~ ~d fresh mmd than t~e urban'

and this is what, in these first few weeks of the Cabinet ",C!,ISIS,for 'W!'app~ up m !t an: all the correlativeques
selection process, he has not, yet succeeded in daing'l ,!., tions .of ~o.w.·best ,to handle un~plo~ent, ',welfare,
Although individually the members of,the new ,Cabinet, , he~th, cnm~~ hOUSlng, tra~portabon, ~uCab?n and \
and those other top advisers who have already been., enVlforu,nent In ¢e context, ~f the ~eI').can City, and '" .'
named, are men and women of ability, and accomplish- suburbs, w)1ere ~e~ovenyheln~.mg m,aJonty .of Amencans
ment, many with notable records of service to ,the ' no~,<~?rk and h~T.';"',,;· ': ,: ~' .,

nation, the Cabinet taken as a: whale, while" strong ',,1,,;,;',/1;. 'Th" N 0' , 1E ", " ." ,
enaugh, is unexciting-reflecting the innately cautious ':;~>.<.~i\;", ,e" I at.l0na. cq1.)omy. ~, I' A Black
rather than the innovative or dynamic side of Mr. Carter's ,. The' President-elect .hims~ii~'s~;: to~ feel that the 'To the Ed!
h t . '/ I Others n

C ar:ac er., " ·'",.,national economy, with its,~win pl,agues'af·cont~nued., until the j
HIS chooce of Attorney Genera-I-and the charade that ' ;inflation and continued unemployment, requires'the most .. hope, ballo'

preceded that selection-is particularly disappointing immediate attention of his new' Administration. He can t been early
because Judge Bell does not meet Mr. Carter's own previ-. hardly, be faulted ort. this, -judgment; for' on a further . ment ~nd

ou.sly ~tated ~tringent qualifications far appointm~nt to .:. steadY."sla::vdowq- :of.'the rate;;pr'inflatioo and a sharp' ~i .:' Georgia. '.
this. Vitally Important post, so abused by PreSidents ,: reduction In the unemplo~ent rolls the efficacy' .of vir- Af~er (.
Nixan, Truman and .other Presidents of the past. " ,'~ : iually'all:~other s~al:l'action"prOg~am~ will depend. ~", . , creahtJOnC

, ,t"." i.· t ~ ~ J' J - ~ ' . we aV9lJIt is also disconcerting that, again taken as a whole, ''-':It: is,aVthe"begmning ()f .his, new' Administration that, how he ex
the President-elect's major foreign policy advisers, while .",Mr~\'¢a.Ij~1Vill~l>,~i,nthe most';favorable' pos~tion, Vis-A-vis. " 'less rate f~
men of great distinction, 'have a ge!lerally hard-line both'Congress and;the publiC;rto pursue ail. activist pOlicy'" Director-d.
background-especially in respect to early American:"'!{'in/the;~~o1'l:oIDic as,irt,other/areas; and!;;t~e.count!Yhas, be very d'
participation i~ the :Vie~am Wa~" Mr. ~arter evidentlY:')ii)a;rig~~'i~~}'TJC~~thatin' matt~rs ~f:,fisCa!;Feto~ no ,less .. ' , . ~~esto i'

was not looking pnmarlly for. mno~at1Ve. but, r~t.her/ ~\ t~~;;~n' ~'(~~~~t.al ,r~r~~~~t10n •.the ,new President .. ': designate,
for-1Ilanagers - and... he. has found./some.,,'exceedingl~ puslli,fonvard ..f!mUy,and,·aggress1.vely, in ~CCOrdaRC _M. the HumJ,;
competent ,.ones. , .' i, ,', " with his,~paign declarationland lJis party platform. that mea:

• "". ". ,Lf''''" ~?I'-r.'4".';;~:,"~iT,he.,;9,ame;·may.,be'said'9f.;~'7orthe:·most: all:~ncom-: ;~10ccur wit, A TIme' for Decls1oq.:.sI:·,'~lf{iY\~~i~~1\:l,~{~g"fi~~~~i~O:f~th~/p~~~i;jera: ¢e~ en~ronment:y I ~ ~uing. inflati
I , ' - . ,'(.' .P'·~l~s~e.'.-thepu~~ome'otwl,1ich m ..the'next'fo~t years 'W1I1~.1 . policy of,

But the needs of the American people as they<enter$~.'determine.theshape and'q,ualitY'of American civilization 4, ' :~nel~ploy
their third centlJIY under a new' Administration go ~ll~~for, lit~al1y,;centuri-es"tQ cOD;le~H~re;: i~';attempting to:!;~!'"', won t I no
beyond e e co t' 't ' th h b' .. , .,~ '" " 'I.·' '.'" , , . {, -1,. blacks am

m .r mp~ ence m governmen.' oug ;'fl. VI·~~,:",preserve:;t1~e,physical .quality,;,of;~he.<~erican. envi~on-~t;;~,.:~..tinue ,to s
ousl~ that IS something greatly,to be,de,s!r~ This coun-;C mentfrpm\·furtb,e~ ..de1iriorati!>~~:p¥ticularly~in· air:and·\.. the out-of
try IS beset by some very fundament~l problems that~,.,water pollution"and indeed.ta.raise it from the,unsatis~>" ;, ..,tQday yot:

have. i? no sense been di~sipated by the end of the Viet~",";factory ie.veP}t,h8s',aiready ~eached, tl}~'long~te~ public i}\, .:~ f~( us, '
nam mghtmare, the exorcism .ofwatergate,.the slowdown.' '. interest 'WlIl"ofti:m:come into brusque' colUsion with the; . Blacks tu
of inflation and the apparent beginnings of econ~: short-1.erm .'s~i~l'~ interest~f industry,,~'commerce, or . ' and voted-
recovery.\. . '. i" '1", I bo':~'\'!'. ~j,,~,".,,;;, , ." ',";:."' .. ,,\'," '..I 'I. ",_ ..' lems, main!

, ' '~il<a r. 'T.f.'l'·'\("'·' .. ,.," . J ." " 'f ..
If this new year and new Administration are indeed .... r:(.' Nowhe;e 'i~.this problem"likely to becorite 1Il~re acute' t, >t,f allr-p~ng

going to prove to be a new beginning in anything mOreth~ridn the d~velopment' at energy resoUrces' but there, ,f - shufff~ lItoth th t rf' . I h 'd ' . , am lOa y
an e mos supe I~H\ sense, t e new Presl e~t, is no legitimate reason why the nation- cannot absorb the . 50 percent

backed by the new Cabinet and the new Congress, Will 'Slrlrlitinn"J N",t~ ~M":~~'" •..•••l._ .' 'L.__. __u
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cnaracter. ,.' '0" ., ,. national economy, with its twin plagues of continued until the

His choice of Attorney General-and the charade that, .:inflation and continued unemployment, requires the most hope, ball,
preceded that selection-is. particularly disappointing ·':.'immediate attention of his new Administration. He can been earll

, because Judge Bell <toes not meet· Mr. carte~s ~wn pr~vi~;\}~;.hardly be faulted on this, judgment; for on a further I ment ~nd
. ously stated stringent.qualifications for appolntment"to,t,:: steady;;\'slowdoWn 'of the rate of inflation and a sharp " Georgia. '"
this. vitally important. post,' so abused by: presidents~:(:'Teductl1>Il;in'the unemployment rolls the efficacy of vir- Af~er l

, Nixon, Truman and otheI' ,Presidents of they:ast:;', ~·..;..:,~_::'~1Ually,all",~ther·S~i~1action prog;ams will depend. ~:a~~:e~

"." It is also disconcerting that, again taken'as"a whole,'J~,'.,.,It:.is,at the beginning of ,his new Administration that I how he e~'. '. ~",the president--el~t's 'm~j~r foreign.. policy ~adVisers~',w~i1e~,.:;':Mf.~Caiter..Wi\lb.ein the mo.sUavo,rable positio.n,. vis-A-:is ' !le~s rate fl
r "..••.,\. men- of great dIstinction, 'have,;'A generally luli'4-hne,.",·.both Congress and the 1>':Ibhc,·topursue an actIvIst polIcy Director-d.

, background-especially< in reSpect ,l.-to,early;; Am:rlcan~firi:'the'economic a~ in 'other areas; and .the count,ry has be very d
. parti~ipatlon In the ;~ieth~. "Y~J:~r. :~a~er,~yi4~!lY~11:a 'rig?t, t~~:;~t that In matt~rs ~f fiscal reform n,o.less ~~:;l: '
". was, notl'looking pnmarily forinno~~~e,~but;f:'rathet';~:":l,than,In..o;go~ernmental reorgamzatlOn, the new President '. designate
!A'.for managers - and he! hasjou!ld some" exceedingly ~:·will i>usb.~i~rv:'ardfirmly and aggressively In, ~c,cordance , tile Hum;

.' F~mpetent,ones .. :t;rtf~l•.-.,'i~;'~(:;A,t0~~~;~;i~t'~~I~ft'Yith~h~~~paigri .~eclar~tlon and his party platform. that m~pi' ~;,J"._.' .,; ~'.~ I,l,'·-:;:{j,~ :jl~~~¢,!:,~.~~'0~~'~',~'fP.~;f~e' may be"sa~dt,<>f,one..or the most all:encom-, ?cc~r WI~
• r ••••il: '~,r"Jl\1f$Tune,for. Declslon;:~.b}i~~Jj.{~p'~,~1Og ISSUesiof <the, present era: the environmental . mg.mflatl.....~-~:I .. 'f :', .' 't,-,,-.~~,I1;f.lf";':' ::')t', •.••'l~ ;~.''1'i~ue, the outcome of which In the next four years will ,policy of
,.r'"But the needs of the: American :J>OOPleas they ,enter~determlne the shape and quality of American civilization' : unel~ploy;

.~- their .third century~Under:a new:ACI~'ii1lstration g~,'f~~t~for,: literally" centuries,t0 come. Here~ In attempting to," ~~~~s' ~~(
beyond mere .competence in government,.th6ugh~9~VI-t"preserve the physical quality of the American environ- 1'. ue to 5

ousl~ that Is something greatly to be, desired, This c;oun-Ji., mem f~m, further deterioration, p1!Jiicularly'ln air and t~ out-of
try liS beset by some very Jundamental ..problems ~that\;'iwater pollution, and indeed to raise It from the unsatis-today yO!;

have i~ no sense ,been di~sipated by the~end:of the' VI~t~i>'factory level It has already reached, the long-term public ' for' us..
nam mghtmare, the exorcism of Watergate, tne slowdown~ "~'interest will often come Into brusque collision with the Blacks tl

i of inflation and the, apparent beginnings of econOmlc':~"'short-1etm speci~l Interest-of Industry, commerce, or and vote?'
I recovery. ~ ' ., '. , ,;,;' - labor .. , '". " , lez:ns, n:am

If this new year and 'new A~ml?lst~ation ar,e iriCleed:"':-,,,:.Nowh~re is this problem likely to becoinemore acute ~~~f~~~n~
· going to prove to be a n~ beg10nmg 10 anyth10g .more!,;: than In the development of energy resources; but there am finally

than the most superficIal sense; the new PresIdent",! is no legitimate reason why the nation cannot absorb the , 50 percent
backed by the ne~ Cabinet and the ne:v Congress, will-',;, additional costs required by the simultaneous satisfaction
have to do somethmg that few new Presidents have done'. I. of i.ts energy needs and protection oj the natural environ-
in modern American hlstory-:-:thou~h many.h~~ ipre-:/'ment. "~, ,

, tended to do so. Mr. Carter, 10 AdlaI Stevenson S'mem·· ,.': :", , j .,' ,

, orable words, ~II have to',Utalk sense to the Aine~caif~:-::, :T1,:;,',,:l' <Foreign Policy
'. people." He WIll have to· break away from the double~'-:',;',' ~ , . '

talk of the. campaign that has already returned to plague" :ri'.·' In 'the Cram course on foreign affairs to which he
· him. Strong supporters of Mr. Carter's election, 'we were,\~!:".subjected himself the past two or three years, former
· nevertheless concerned about the ambiguities and fuzzi· :'~:',Governor Carter learned that the foundation of this'
I ness in his presentation 'of some issues; but If there ever: ~~,country's international relationships lies In the firmness

was a proper time for that-which we doubt-that time" of association With our traditional allies of Western
, is long since past.·· ' .:i '...;,::Europe, together with' Canada and, now, Japan: This In

The fundamentally new conditiori in whiCh the':.4ier:-": no sense' means that there should be any weakening of
I ican system now must operate-new in the pist 'two efforts to achieve a realistic detente with the Soviet
I . decades but still unperceived by most Americans :and~>,ynlon as symbolized by successful completion of the

,still unacknowledged by most politicians-Is that' the'''", strategic arms limitation talks. This, In turn, could
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To: President-ele~jC~te~Fm: Fritz MondaleL/~~

Attached you will find my suggestions,
organized in speech fashion for the
Inaugural Address.



INAUGURAL ADDRESS

Introduction -- A New Beginning

Today we mark the beginning of a new Administration.

More importantly, this year, in 1977, we as a people begin

our third century as an independent nation.

On this occasion, we are especially conscious of the

bonds that unite us as Americans, our common values and our

common hopes for the future.

The values we seek to preserve and the goals we hope to

achieve are in many ways the same today as those that Americans

have shared since the earliest days of our Republic: to protect

individual freedom, to assure equal justice and to promote

full opportunity for all.

At its best government is the instrument through which

we, the people, work together to achieve these goals. But

recent history has shown, just as our Founding Fathers understood

so long ago, that government can also frustrate the needs and

the hopes of the people.

True progress, measured over the past two centuries of

American experience, has been achieved only through a careful

combination of caution and confidence: caution to jealously

guard our traditions of freedom ... and confidence to press

ahead in building new opportunities for our people.

ELECTROSTATIC REPRODUCTION MADE fOR
ESERVATiON PURPOSES
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The last decade has taught us that government with too

much confidence, with too little concern for democratic restraint,

can breed arrogance with tragic consequences for our own society

and for our reputation in the world.

We have also seen that excess caution, government

indecision or unwillingness to change, can breed stagnation with

needless loss of America's creative potential.

As we begin this next Administration, and as we begin

America's third century, let us re-create a proper balance combining

government restraint to protect individual rights and liberties

with the commitment and confidence needed to extend human

freedom and opportunity in the years to come.

A New Restraint

Our first goal must be to restore the Constitutional

principle that government agencies and officials no less than

private corporations and citizens are bound to obey the law. I
Equal justice demands that any violation or attempt to circumvent

the law by federal employees be grounds for prompt dismissal.

No longer will we tolerate the misguided belie~e that

government officials for whatever reason have the right to lie

or distort the truth. It will sometimes be necessary for

national security or other reasons to withhold classified

information. But there will be no place in the federal

Administration for any official who deliberately misrepresents

facts to the press or to the public.

LEC1ROS"'.JAile RE~RODUCTION M~DE FO
~R\lATiON PURPOSES
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Too often in the past the truth has been abused because

\

\ commitments that cannot be kept. Let us be realistic in ourgoals and candid in admitting our limitations and our mistakes

\ I when they occur.

And restraint must be applied not only in the rhetoric ·
<lhd l\. {t~

of government officials, but more importantly in our planning.

knowing that our resources are limited ... knowing that there

are critical needs to be met .

no excuse for wasting tax dollars.

and knowing that there is

A New Agenda

With a foundation of restraint that is once again firmly

rooted in respect for the law, for the truth and for the public,

we can approach with confidence the major tasks ahead.

First among our goals is the restoration of a strong and J

stable economy. America cannot afford the cost, measured in

wasted lives and massive budget deficits of idle factories and

idle workers. Nor can we permit the continued erosion of

hard-earned dollars through inflation. Federal resources must

be applied to stimulate the economy with careful management

to restrain the cost of living. Among the first acts of the

new Administration will therefore be a program to revitalize

the economy with proposals to upgrade the inflation-fighting

ability of the federal government.

'OR
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Second, we must reorganize the present maze of Federal

departments an~ agencies, so that our national government can

deal efficiently and responsively with state and local authorities

and with individual citizens. Our goal is to reduce the waste,

the duplication and the frustration affecting every citizen,

but none more deeply than the thousands of dedicated civil

servants who are trying to do their job.

Third, streamlining and simplification of the federal

bureaucracy can not only help to eliminate waste, it can also

help us to deal more effecitvely with the major issues that must

} I

be resolved: reform of our welfare, health care and tax systems,

improvement in the quality of education available to our children,

protection of the environment and adoption of long-overdue

national energy and food policies. Action toward these important

goals need not necessarily and in most cases will not await

final action on the details of reorganization. Instead progress

will be sought as quickly as our knowledge and our resources permit.

Fourth, in the realm of foreign policy, we re-affirm our

desire for peaceful relations with all nations, based upon

mutual restraint and cooperation. The United States remains
-'-"

f· . "d,. f'd h d . I d ..lrm In ~~ con l ence t at our emocratlc va ues an competltlve

economic system offer the most enduring source of strength

and hope of world progress.
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We call upon our adversaries to join with us in seeking

enforceable reductions in nuclear armaments. We invite all

nations to work with us in stopping the spiraling conventional

arms trade and limiting the threat of nuclear proliferation.

Let us work together, East and West, rich and poor, to address

the global challenges of energy and food production, environmental

protection and the creation of a more stable and prosperous

world economy.

A New Leadership

Few of these goals can be achieved quickly or easily.

We believe that we can succeed in time trusting not in our own

infalibility but in the help and the support and the understanding

of the American people.

We pledge a government that is open, because full public

debate is the surest way to pinpoint mistakes and identify

policies that should be changed.

We pledge a government of cooperation because our nation

cannot solve its problems unless all of us, in the White House,

in the Congress, and in State and local governments are willing

to work in harmony.

We pledge a government of efficiency because a nation that

prides itself on management should expect no less from public

officials.
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We pledge a government of compassion because we will

in the end be judged not by how well we care for ourselves,

but by how deeply we care for others.

And we pledge a government where Executive Officials from

the President and the Cabinet on down remain close to the

people, not special interest groups, through face-to-face

meetings in your communities as well as in Washington.

But there is one special group upon whom all of our

hopes and all of our plans depend -- America's next generation

of leadership. As we build the new administration, we will

especially be seeking the help of young men and women who are

willing to sacrifice a year or more of their lives in voluntary

service to America. Let us use the skills of young farmers and

teachers, scientists and engineers, those with the energy and

purpose to represent our best values in the Peace Corps and

voluntary agencies in the United States. The benefits will be

measured not only in immediate results, but equally as important

in the training of America's future public servants.

Conclusion: A Good Beginning

As we look ahead, we can today foresee many but not all

of the challenges before us. Our plans are not perfect and we

will make mistakes.

But at the end of four years, let the record of this

Administration be written in its devotion to the rule of law

and to the Constitution, in its candor, and in its commitment
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to make government better serve the American people.

We stand today, on the eve of America's third century,

confident not that we can solve every problem, but that we

can make a good beginning.



Jan. 3

Governor ---

Jack says this is the only Inaugural

suggestions he has received to date.

He has today called everyone asking

their immediate attention to the request.



Today, for the first time, I come before you as President. It is an

office regarded with great awe throughout our country and the world.

And by me.

But it is important to separate the office from the person who holds it.

The oath I have just sworn has not transformed me magically into some manner

of superior being. Just as you, I am a concerned American.

There are those of you who are parents, whose hopes for your children are

tempered with dark and undefined fears. I know that feeling, for I am one

of you. (or: for I am a parent.)

There are those of you who know the frustration of defeat '" for whom the

way at times seems hopeless. I know that feeling, for I am one of you.

There are those of you who work in a system which sometimes appears blind

to reason and deaf to compassion. I know that feeling, (for I am one of you.)

There are those of you who know the growing anguish of risking everything

on your own judgment. I know that feeling, (for I am one of you.)

There are those of you who have known embarrassment and even humiliation as

the object of prejudice -- because of the way you look or think or talk.

I know that feeling, (for I am one of you.)
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Your fears are my fears.

Your hopes are my hopes.

Your dreams are my dreams.

As the person, my promise to you is to use all the powers of my office

to calm those fears, to nourish those hopes, to fulfill those dreams.

There are those who call politics the art of compromise. Perhaps. But

only with this one vital qualification: the goals must always begin with

the ideal ... not merely the expeditious. We must constantly seek not which

way will work, but which way will work best.

----~---------~--~~-------------------~~------------------------------------
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One of the under-pinning philosophies of our government is that we are

a nation of individuals. We have certain rights and certain responsibilities.

But if we do not seek and grant those rights .... if we do not seriously

take up those responsibilities, then we fail.

To know how to act intelligently for ourselves and our country, we must

realize and face certain truths.

Part of the truth is that there is a great-chasm between our national

ideals and our nation as it actually exists. We call ourselves a land

of plenty, yet millions of us go hungry. We call ourselves a nation of

opportunity but many of us are stymied before we reach our potential. We

call ourselves a nation of justice yet many of us are still not equal

before the law. We call ourselves a nation of sharing, yet there is a

growing reluctance to reach out and help each other.

The malignancy in our national style of life is not that this gap exists

though that is (tragedy) enough- but that we are not giving our best

efforts toward narrowing it. It will not be accomplished in four years,

or 40 years or maybe even 400 years. But the importance is in the striving

for excellence and that must begin today .

.. .
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A new age is at hand. 201 years ago, this country was started fresh by

a brave and dynamic group of people The build on past traditions to

make a country that embodied the best of governments, so as to have a

country that would best serve future generations.

Those people could not, in their wildest imaginations, imagine the

future that we face today. In effect we are starting over, just as they

did, building on the traditions that they have handed down to us. Now

it's up to US to band together and build a nation that will live and grow

and prosper and serve people as the best example of government that

history has ever known.



MEMORANDUM

TO: President-e

j

FROM: Brock Adam!

RE; Suggestions

December 31, 1976

Carter

rans~ortation for Inaugural Address

The United States has today one of the finest

transportation systems in the world; it can be made better.

Transportation affects the lives of every citizen. Twenty

four hours a day, the steady movement of goods and people

binds our country together and moves the raw materials

and finished goods of our industry throughout the largest

domestic market in the world. As the economies of the

world become ever more interwoven, our transportation

system affe,ts every nation. Effective communication

between the President and the Departments of Transportation,

State. and Commerce will produce a coherent international

economic policy for the United States.

The best use of the various modes of transportation

is of vital imvortance to energy conservation. and proper use

of our land and environment. The Federal investment in

transportation should encourage the various modes of

transportation to operate most effectively to move goods

and people at the lowest cost in dollars and fual. Our
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transportation system will perform at its best if it remains

in the private sector with only that degree of regulation

which is needed to insure adequate service at a fair price

open to all.

This Administration is committed to revitalizing

American cities. Improved transportation will pull

together our sprawling metropolitan areas, using innovative

programs to link the automobile and public transportation

in an effective partnership.

Internal reorganiza t ion of the Department of

Transportation is necessary to achiev~ these goals. An

effective department must be intermodal, -and the present

overlap and duplication must be replaced with clear lines

of aULhority and resPQn~ihiliLY·
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